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IN THE MA ITER OF

NATIONAL COMICS PUBLICATIONS , INC. , ET AL.

SET ASIDE ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA nON OF
SEe. 2 OF THE CLA YTON ACT

Docket 7614. Consent Order. July 1960--5et Aside Order. June . 1995

The Federal Trade Commission has reopened a 1960 consent order (57 FTC 69) --
which required the companies to offer promotional allowances for their
publications on proportionally equal tenns to all customers -- and has set aside
the consent order pursuant to the Commssion s Sunset Policy Statement, under
which the Commission presumes that the public interest requires terminating
competition orders that are more than 20 years old.

ORDER REOPENING PROCEEDING
AND SETTING ASIDE ORDER

On February 16, 1995, DC Comics and Warner Publisher
Services , Inc. ("WPS " ), as respondents and successors to National
Comics Publications , Inc. and Independent News Company, Inc.
filed a Petition to Reopen and Set Aside Consent Order ("Petition
in this matter. DC and WPS request that the Commission set aside
the 1960 consent order in this matter pursuant to Section 5(b) of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U. c. 45(b), Rule 2.51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice, 16 CFR 2. , and the Statement of
Policy With Respect to Duration of Competition Orders and

Statement of Intention to Solicit Public Comment With Respect to
Duration of Consumer Protection Orders , issued on July 22 , 1994
and published at 59 Fed. Reg. 45,286-92 (Sept. 1 , 1994) ("Sunset
Policy Statement ). In its Petition , DC and WPS affnnatively state
that neither has engaged in any conduct violating the tenns of the
order. The Petition was placed on the public record , and the thirty-
day comment period expired on March 27 , 1995. No comments were
recei ved.

The Commission in its Sunset Policy Statement said, in relevant
part, that "effective immediately, the Commission wil presume , in

1 Since the Commission issued the order in this matter
, National Comics has become DC Comics

a genera! parnership between Warer Communications , Inc. , and Time Warer Entertainment Co. , L.P.
Independent has changed its nare to Warer Publisher Services , Inc., and is now owned by Warer
Communications Inc.
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the context of petitions to reopen and modify existing orders , that the
public interest requires setting aside orders in effect for more than
twenty years. '" The Commission s consent order in Docket No. 7614
was issued on July 6 , 1960 , and has been in effect for more than
twenty years. Consistent with the Commission s Sunset Policy
Statement, the presumption is that the order should be terminated.
Nothing to overcome the presumption having been presented

, the

Commission has determined to reopen the proceeding and set aside
the order in Docket No. 7614.

Accordingly, It is ordered, That this matter be , and it hereby is
reopened;

It isjurther ordered, That the Conussion s order in Docket No.
7614 be , and it hereby is , set aside as of the effective date of this
order.

2 See 
Sunset Policy Statement. 59 Fed. Reg. at 45 289.
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IN THE MA ITER OF

INDEPENDENT NEWS COMPANY , INC.

SET ASIDE ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA nON OF
SEC. 2 OF THE CLA YTON ACT

Docket 7611. Consent Order, July 6. 1960--5et Aside Order, June . 1995

The Federal Trade Commission has reopened a 1960 consent order (57 FTC 56) --
which required the company to offer promotional allowances for its
publications on proportionally equal terms to all customers -- and has set aside
the consent order as to respondent Warner Publisher Services, the sucessor of
Independent News Company, pursuant to the Commission s Sunset Policy

Statement, under which the Commission presumes that the public interest
requires terminating competition orders that are more than 20 years old.

ORDER REOPENING PROCEEDING
AND SETTING ASIDE ORDER

On February 16 , 1995, Warer Publisher Services , Inc. ("WPS"
as respondent and successor of Independent News Company, Inc.
fied a Petition to Reopen and Set Aside Consent Order ("Petition
in this matter. WPS requests that the Commission set aside the 1960
consent order in this matter pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 U. c. 45(b), Rule 2.51 of the

Commssion s Rules of Practice , 16 CFR 2. , and the Statement of
Policy With Respect to Duration of Competition Orders and

Statement of Intention to Solicit Public Comment With Respect to
Duration of Consumer Protection Orders, issued on July 22 , 1994
and published at 59 Fed. Reg. 45 286-92 (Sept. 1 , 1994) ("Sunset
Policy Statement ). In its Petition , WPS affinnatively states that it
has not engaged in any conduct violating the terms of the order. The
Petition was placed on the public record , and the thirty-day comment
period expired on March 27 , 1995. No comments were received.

The Commssion in its Sunset Policy Statement said , in relevant
part, that " effective immediately, the Commission will presume , in
the context of petitions to reopen and modify existing orders , that the
public interest requires setting aside orders in effect for more than

I Since the Commission issued the order in this matter
, Independent has changed its name to

Warner Publisher Services , Inc. and is now owned by Warner Communications Inc. The other
respondent in this maner , The New American Librar of World Literature , Inc., did not petition to have
the order set aside as to it.
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twenty years. '" The Commission s consent order in Docket No. 7611
was issued on July 6, 1960 , and has been in effect for more than
twenty years. Consistent with the Commission s Sunset Policy
Statement, the presumption is that the order should be tenninated.
Nothing to overcome the presumption having been presented, the

Commission has determined to reopen the proceeding and set aside
the order in Docket No. 7611 as to WPS.

Accordingly, It is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is
reopened;

It isfurther ordered, That the Commission s order in Docket No.
7611 be , and it hereby is , set aside as to respondent Warer Publisher
Services , Inc. , as of the effective date of this order.

CONCURRlNG STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUEN AGA

1 concur in the decision to grant the request of Warner Publisher
Services , Inc. , the successor of Independent News Company, Inc., to
set aside the 1960 order in this case. I dissent from the decision to
limit the setting aside of the order to Warer , instead of setting aside
the order in its entirety.

The decision to limit relief to Warer, one of the two respondents
under the order , appears to be inconsistent with the Commission
announced policy to presume " that the public interest requires
reopening and setting aside the order in its entiretv " (emphasis added)
when a petition to reopen and modify a competition order is filed"

and the order is more than twenty years old. i The Commission

recognition of the limitations of the findings underlying an order'
further suggests that the presumption that an order wil be terminated
after twenty years should apply to the order in its entirety and not be
limited to the petitioner

I previously have expressed my concern that the adoption of a
presumption instead of an across- the-board rule in favor of sunset

See Sunset Policy Statement, 59 Fed. Reg. at 45 289.

! FTC, Stalement of Policy with Respect to Duration of Competition Orders and Statement of
Intention To Solicit Public Comment with Respect to Duration of Consumer Protection Orders (July 22,
1994), at 8 (hereafter " Sunset Policy Statement

(Findings upon which lordersJ ar based should not be presumed to continue " for longer than
twenty year. Sunset Policy Statement at 4.

3 The presumption of tcmination after 20 years applies automatically for new mders in
competition cases and is no! limited to individual respondents , further supporting the view that the
twenty-year presumption in favor of sunset for existing orders should apply to the order, not to particular
respondents.
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will impose costs by requiring respondents to file individual
petitions and the Commission to assess in the context of each such
petition whether the presumption has been overcome for that order. ,,'
N ow the Commission would further increase the burden on both
public and private resources by applying the presumption in favor of
sunset not only on a case-by-case basis but on a respondent-
respondent basis.

The petition fied by Warner invoked the twenty-year
presumption that the order should be set aside. No evidence of
recidivist conduct by any respondent , including The New American
Library of World Literature , Inc. , having been presented to overcome
the presumption S the order should be set aside in its entirety.

4 Separate Statement of Commissioner Mary L. Azcuenaga on Sunset Policy (July 22
, 1994), at

7 (footnote omitted).

5 See 
Sunset Policy Statement at 8 n.
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IN THE MATTER OF

TALEIGH CORPORATION , ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER. ETe. . IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3587. Complaint. June 1995--Decision. June . 1995

This consent order prohibits , among other things , two marketing corporations and
the owner from misrepresenting that any product is new or unique, the

existence or conclusions of any test or study, or that an endorsement for any
product represents the typical experience of people who use it. The consent
order requires the respondents to have scientific evidence to substantiate any
representation regarding the performance , benefits , efficacy or safety of any
weight- loss or smoking cessation product , or for any food , dietary supplement
drug, or device. In addition , the consent order requires the owner to post a
$300 000 perfonnance bond before marketing any weight- loss product or
smoking deterrent or cessation product in the future.

Appearances

For the Commission: Richard L. Cleland and Joel Winston.

For the respondents: Sheldon Lustigman New York , N.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Taleigh Corporation and Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations;
and Wiliam J. Santamaria, individually and as an officer and director
of said corporations ("respondents ), have violated the Federal Trade
Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
alleges:

PARAGRAPH I. Respondent Taleigh Corporation ("Taleigh"
formerly known as Taleigh , Inc. , is a Florida corporation doing

business under the names "Choice Diet Products

" "

Choice Products,
and other trade names. Its principal place of business is located at
4742 N.W. Boca Raton Boulevard , Boca Raton , FL.

Respondent Choice Diet Products , Inc. ("Choice ) is a New York
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corporation. Its principal place of business is located at 4800 N.
Boca Raton Boulevard , Boca Raton , FL.

Respondent Wiliam 1. Santamaria is or was at relevant times
herein the sole owner, director, and officer of the corporate

respondents. Individually or in concert with others , he participated
in and/or formulated , directed , and controlled the acts and practices
of the corporate respondents , including the acts and practices alleged
in this complaint. His address is 20640 Baybrooke Court , Boca
Raton, FL.

PAR. 2. Respondents have advertised , offered for sale , sold, and
distributed weight- loss pils and a smoking cessation product to the
public. Respondents have marketed the weight-loss pils under

various names, including "MegaLoss

" "

FormulaTrim " and

MiracleTrim. " These products are " foods " and/or " drugs " within the
meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Respondents have marketed the smoking cessation product under the
name " Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch.

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as "commerce " is

defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DIET PILLS

FormulaTrim 3000

PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated advertisements for FormulaTrim 3000, including, but
not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A and B. These
advertisements contain the following statements and depictions:

A. Exhibit A:
Debbie Hoya lost 25 pounds fast.

Tamara Cowens lost 35 pounds fast. (Video: before ' and ' after ' photographs

of consumer endorsers displayed with amounts of weight lost.)
Now you too can lose weight fast, with the help of this new powerful

FonnulaTrim 3000 diet pill." lVideo: " LOSE WEIGHT FAST'" displayed with
product and , in the next screen , the words "NEW

" "

FormulaTrim 3000 " and
POWERFUL!" displayed in full screen with small print at the bottom of the

screen stating, " Use only as directed with diet plan. "
FonnulaTrim s new fat-burning plan is so powerful , you can bum more body

fat relaxing all day than running 10 miles nonstop. (Video: Based on 180

pound person " displayed in small print below full screen display of two young
persons in pool with caption in large print " BURN A WAY FAT!"
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Laurette Morello burned away 17 pounds."

LAUREITE MORELLO: " I went from a size 13 to a size 5.
Adam Locas lost 36 pounds caring 7 inches from his waist.. .1ost 52 pounds

trimming from a size 14 to a size 6.
This powerful , doctor-approved diet pill formula is medically proven to

work, (Video: Use only as directed with diet plan " displayed in small print
at bottom of full screen displaying " DOCTOR APPROVED FormulaTrim
3000.
The new FOffmlaTrim fat burning plan is so powerful you can bum more

body fat relaxing all day than sweating through five exhausting hours of
aerobics. . . , (Video: BURN A WA Y FAT!" superimposed over two young
persons in a pool with " Based on 180 pound person " displayed in small white
letters against light background at bottom of screen.
Terri Nigelson burned away 15 pounds; Joanne Benora lost 32 pounds and

Annette Garon lost an incredible and amazing S9 pounds! Now you can bum
away fat and lose weight fast by calling.. for your powerful new
FormulaTrim 3000 . . . .
Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed.

* * *

(Video: during ordering instructions , while telephone number and cost
information is presented in audio and video , the following text is presented at
the bottom of various screens in small print: " Use only as directed with diet
plan

" "

Testimonials compensated " and "Following diet plan is essential for
loss of weight (average 1 Y2 - 2 pounds per week) for results cannot be achieved
solely through thc use of pill."
Exhibit B:

Debbie Hoya lost 25 pounds , fast. Tamara Koons lost 35 pounds , fast.
Now you too can lose weight fast with the help of this new powerful

medically- provcn FonnulaTrim 3000 No Hunger Diet Pill." (Video: Use only
as directed with diet plan" displayed in small print below depiction of pill with
the words "NEW

" "

formulaTrim 3000 " and "POWERFUL!" presented in
large full-screen display.

FolJowing this new powerful FonnulaTrim fat burning diet plan, you can bum
more body fat relaxing all day than running 10 miles nonstop or even sweating
through exhausting hours of aerobics. (Video: Based on 180 pound person

displayed in small print below full screen display of two young persons in pool
with caption in large print "BURN AWAY FAT'''
Terr Nigelson burned away 15 pounds.

Lorette Morello burned away 17 pounds. LVideo: before ' and ' after
photographs with " BURN AWAY FAT'" displayed on screen.
LORETTE MORELLO: " I went from a size 13 to a size 5.
Adam Locas burned away 36 pounds.
Claire Contobi burned away 52 pounds (Video: before ' and ' after' photographs

with "BURNED A WAY 52 LBS" displayed on screen) and Annette Barton
burned away an incredible and amazing 59 pounds!"

ow you can end biting hunger pain , burn away fat and lose weight fast by
calling. . for your powerful FormulaTrim 3000 .
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(Video: during ordering instructions , while telephone number and cost
infonnation is presented in audio and video, the following text is presented at
the bottom of various screens in small print: "Use only as directed with diet
plan

" "

Testimonials compensated " and "Following diet plan is essential for
loss of weight (average J 1/2 

- 2 pounds per week) for results cannot he achieved
solely through the use of pill."

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four

including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits A and B , respondents have represented , directly or by
implication , that:

A. FormulaTrim 3000 causes substantial weight loss rapidly;
B. FormulaTrim 3000 causes substantial weight loss without the

need to exercise or reduce caloric intake;
C. FormulaTrim 3000 causes the burning of more body fat daily,

thereby resulting in the same or greater weight- loss benefit to users
than five hours of aerobic exercise or running ten miles nonstop;

D. FormulaTrim 3000's active ingredient is new and/or unique;
and

E. Scientific studies prove that FormulaTrim 3000 causes
substantial weight loss rapidly.

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

A. FormulaTrim 3000 does not cause substantial weight loss
rapidly;

B. FormulaTrim 3000 does not cause substantial weight loss
without the need to exercise or reduce caloric intake;

C. FormulaTrim 3000 does not cause the burning of more body
fat daily, thereby resulting in the same or greater weight- loss benefit
to users , than five hours of aerobic exercise or running ten miles
nonstop;

D. FormulaTrim 3000's active ingredient is not new and/or
unique; and

E. Scientific studies do not prove that FormulaTrim 3000 causes
substantial weight loss rapidly.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph five were , and
are , false and misleading.
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PAR. 7. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four

including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits A and B , respondents have represented, directly or by
implication , that FonnulaTrim 3000 burns body fat.

PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four,
including but not necessarly limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits A and B , respondents have represented, directly or by
implication , that at the time they made the representations set forth
in paragraphs five A-C and seven, they possessed and relied upon a
reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact, at the time they made the
representations set forth in paragraphs five A-C and seven

respondents did not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such representations. Therefore, the representation set
forth in paragraph eight was , and is , false and misleading.

PAR. 10. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four

including but not necessarly limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits A and B , respondents have represented, directly or by
implication, that testimonials from consumers appearng in
advertisements for FormulaTrim 3000 reflect the typical or ordinary
experience of members of the public who have used the product.

PAR. 11. In truth and in fact, testimonials from consumers
appearng in advertisements for FonnulaTrim 3000 do not reflect the
typical or ordinary experience of members of the public who have
used the product. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
ten was , and is , false and misleading.

MegaLoss 1000

PAR. 12. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated advertisements for MegaLoss 1000, including but not
necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits C and D. These
advertisements contain the following statements and depictions:

A. Exhibit 
You can star losing up to 10, 50 even 100 pounds with the powerful

doctor approved . MegaLoss 1000 Miracle Diet Pill Program for only 59. 95.
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(Video: Use Only As Directed With Dietlxercise Plan" displayed in small
print at bottom of screen below full screen depiction of pill on a finger and the
words "MIRACLE DIET PILL" in large print, followed by the words
PROGRAM" and "Doctor Approved" in smaller print.)
With this doctor-approved MegaLoss lOOO Program , you can bum more body

fat relaxing in the sun than swimmng 2Y2 miles or exercising 6 hours nonstop.
(Video: young slender woman lying by a pool with statement " Based On 180
Pound Person" in small print displayed at bottom of screen.
Ohio s Faye Diamond lost a dramatic 15 pounds , rapidly dropping from a size

8 to a size 4.

FAYE DIAMOND: " I'm not embarrassed to wear a bikini anymore.
Toronto s Debbie Holloway lost S3 pounds trimming from a size 16 to a size

Wisconsin s A.J. Jr. rapidly lost 75 pounds , carving 10 bulging inches from his
waist.
Tennessee s Sherr Capick lost 38 pounds with her doctor-approved Miracle
Diet Pill Program.
And New York' s Jeff Waldo rapidly lost an awesome 92 pounds!" (Video:
photos of each consumer endorser displayed with amounts of weight lost; two
consumer endorsements contain small video displays in the same color as
background stating " Results Vary.
While under her Doctor s care , Mrs. McKinson quickly lost 32 pounds.

Lorraine Liberatti rapidly lost 46 pounds.
Lynn Clarey lost an astonishing 65 pounds , and E.J. Elkar lost an incredible
100 pounds! Now you can shed excess fat by calling. . . for your doctor
approved MegaLoss 1000 Miracle Diet Pill Program. . . .
Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. (Video: 30-day Money-back

Guarantee" displayed with ordering infonnation; during ordering instructions
while telephone number and cost infonnation is presented in audio and video,
the following text is presented at the bottom of varous screens in small print:
Use Only As Directed With Diet/xercise Plan

" "

Testimonials
Compensated " and "Following diet/exercise plan is essential for loss of weight
for results cannot be achieved solely through the use of pill. "

B. Exhibit D:
MIRACLE DIET PILL" (headline that appears in approximately I- inch bold

letters)
Megaloss 1000 Diet Plan GETS THE FAT OFF FAST!" (smaller headline

followed by word "Program
Your Ultimate Anti-Fat Weapon!" (headline in Y2 inch bold letters)
SHRINK MILLIONS OF FAT CELLS IN JUST 24 To 48 HOURS'" (smaller

headline)
MEGALOSS GETS THE FAT OFF FAST!

MegaLoss 1000 really works wonders ... FAST! Debbie Holloway lost an
amazing 53 pounds. Harold Albright rapidly burned away 75 pounds and
Erma Alkire lost 100 pounds so fast her friends could barely recognize her.
RAPIDLY LOSE POUNDS & INCHES

Just imagine yourself beginning to bum away years of unsightly fat as the
MegaLoss 1000 diet plan helps you rapidly shrink millions of fat cells almost
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overnight. Now you , like Debbie , EnTa and Faye have the opportunity to
rapidly lose weight and regain your figure thanks to the MegaLoss 1000 fat-
burning diet and its powerful , clinically tested , medically proven and doctor-
recommended diet piJI formula.
MEDICALL Y PROVEN - DOCTOR APPROVED'

The MegaLoss 1000 diet plan was designed to trigger super fast weight loss.
Results are simply fantastic! Your self-confidence and self esteem will grow
each day as you regain your youthful figure with the help of this doctor
approved diet program s special diet pill ingredient. Formerly available only
through doctors , this powerful ingredient is now available to heip you lose
weight with the doctor-approved MegaLoss 1000 diet since being
recommended for its safety to the United States Government. . .
Warch as you:

. LOSE up to 23 INCHES off your WAIST

. LOSE up to 20 INCHES off your HIPS

. LOSE up to 10 INCHES off your THIGHS"
Naturally, individual weight may vary depending largely on how much you

need to lose. But you lJ simply he amazed as your calorie intake reduces and
gnawing hunger pains are shut off as your high-speed fat burn-off turns on full
flame to trim away years of built- up fat. The resulrs are fantastic!"
ULnMATE ANn-FAT WEAPON

You ll no longer be a slave to your appetite. MegaLoss 1000's medically
proven fonnula has been praised by leading doctors , featured in thousands of
studies , medical books and national magazines. You now have the ultimate
anti.fat weapon you need to lose weight fast. As you quickly drop pounds and
inches , experience the more vibrant. desirable and exciting new you emerge.
NO DANGEROUS SIDE EFFECTS

You ll simply be amazed at how fast the weight comes off. And best of all .
you don t have to worr about those nervous jitters , insomnia, laxative effects
or dagerous side effects. But you can lose weight so fa.';t your friends may not
even recognize you.... As if by magic on the MegaLoss diet plan, down go the
calories , down go the inches and down go the pounds!"
NOW IT'S YOUR TURN

Now it s your turn to rapidly lose weight. . .
Now you can:
. Shrink Millions of Fat Cells The Very First Day
. Trigger Awesome Fat-burning in 24 to 48 Hours
. Slim Stubborn Bulges in Record Time
. Dramatically Reshape Your Body
SATISFACTION 100% GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

Now is the proper time... the turning point of your life. Now you can shed
your excess fat and have a firm, youthful- looking body faster than you ever
dreamed possibJe. No matter how many years you have been overweight, this
amazing anti-fat weapon not onJy can... but must work wonders for you... or
it doesn t cost a single cent! You risk absoJutely nothing when you caJJ in your
order.
ORDER NOW WITHOUT RISK
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You must be 100 percent satisfied with your rapid weight loss and the results
you see in you waist, hips and thighs. If YOll are not completely satisfied in
any way, simply return the unused portion in 30 days and receive a full refund
of your purchase price. No questions asked. So act now. Call in your order
today.
(Ad contains the following footnote in fine print: " If YOll read nothing else
read this. 

. . 

Following the High Speed diet plan is an extremely fast and
effective means to conquer obesity. It causes you to lower caloric intake
which is essential to the rapid reduction of fat and body weight. Naturally, the
incredible results described above may not be achieved solely though the use
of the diet pills. You must follow the entire Hi-Speed diet plan , which includes
behavior modification and walking to achieve the fastest results. Results var.
Average weight loss is 1- 2 pounds per week. 

. . . 

This product should not be
used by the elderly or children. Pregnant women, nursing mothers, individuals
being treated for high blood pressure or depression or who have hear disease
diabetes , or thyroid disease should only use as directed by their physician. "

PAR. 13. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph twelve
including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits C and D , respondents have represented, directly or by
implication , that:

A. MegaLoss 1000 causes substantial weight loss rapidly;
B. MegaLoss 1000 causes substantial weight loss without the

need to exercise or reduce caloric intake;
C. MegaLoss 1000 causes the burning of more body fat daily,

thereby resulting in the same or greater weightloss benefit to users
than swimmng two and a half miles or exercising six hours nonstop;

D. Prior to the sale of MegaLoss 1000 , the active ingredient in
MegaLoss 1000 was available only through doctors; and

E. Scientific studies prove that MegaLoss 1000 causes substantial
weight loss rapidly.

PAR. 14. In truth and in fact:

A. MegaLoss 1000 does not cause substantial weight loss rapidly;
B. MegaLoss 1000 does not cause substantial weight loss without

the need to exercise or reduce caloric intake;
C. MegaLoss 1000 does not cause the burning of more body fat

daily, thereby resulting in the same or greater weight- loss benefit to
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users, than swimming two and a half miles or exercising six hours
nonstop;

D. The active ingredient in MegaLoss 1000 was available to the
public without a doctor s prescription for a substantial period of time
prior to the sale of MegaLoss 1000; and

E. Scientific studies do not prove that MegaLoss 1000 causes
substantial weight loss rapidly.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph thirteen were,
and are , false and misleading.

PAR. 15. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph twelve,

including but not necessarly limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits C and D , respondents have represented , directly or by
implication, that:

A. MegaLoss 1000 does not cause nervous jitters or insomnia or
have any dangerous side effects;

B. MegaLoss 1000 burns body fat; and
C. MegaLoss 1000 significantly shrinks millions of fat cells

within the first twenty-four to forty-eight hours of use.

PAR. 16. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph twelve
including but not necessarly limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits C and D , respondents have represented , directly or by
implication , that at the time they made the representations set forth
in paragraphs thirteen A-C and fifteen , they possessed and relied
upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.

PAR. 17. In truth and in fact, at the time they made the
representations set forth in paragraphs thirteen A-C and fifteen,
respondents did not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such representations. Therefore , the representation set
forth in paragraph sixteen was, and is , false and misleading.

PAR. 18. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph twelve
including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits C and D , respondents have represented , directly or by
implication, that testimonials from consumers appearing in
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advertisements for MegaLoss 1000 reflect the typical or ordinary
experience of members of the public who have used the product.

PAR. 19. In truth and in fact, testimonials from consumers
appearing in advertisements for MegaLoss 1000 do not reflect the
typical or ordinary experience of members of the public who have
used the product. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
eighteen was , and is, false and misleading.

MiracleTrim

PAR. 20. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated advertisements for MiracleTrim, including but not

necessarily limited to the attached Exhibit E. This advertisement
contains the following statements and depictions:

Now you can star shrnking millions of fat cells and begin regaining your youthful
figure in 24 to 48 hours. (Video: heavy woman depicted putting on a pair of jeans
and becoming a slim woman within three frames of the ad.
The very first day your powerful new MiracleTrim Diet Pill System attacks years
of built up fat. You can star losing up to 10, 20 , 50 , even an atypical 100 pounds
for only $9. 95. rVideo: 100 lbs. " and "RECENE A FULL 2J-DA Y SUPPLY
and " NEW!" superimposed over a package containing two bottles of MiracleTrim
pills.
This new MiraclcTrim Diet Pill System is doctor approved to help you quickly
shrink millions of fat ceJls so you can easily regain your youthful
figure, (Video: Usc Only As Directed With Diet Plan" in small print at bottom of
screen below full screen depiction of pill on a finger and the words " I\' EW!"
DOCTOR APPROVED " and "EASILY REGAIN YOUR FIGURE!" in large

print.J
You can rapidly shrink up to 10 inches off your thighs. You can easily shrink as

much as 20 inches from your hips and you can quickly shrink up to an amazing 23
inches from your waist.

* * *

Pam rapidly went from a large size 15 to a slim 7. After J5 years of diets , Treva
finally found one that really worked. (Video: before ' and ' after ' photos displayed
with amounts of weight lost.l
A man is pictured as he says: " I quickly lost 55 pounds.

s incredible 59 pound loss gave her a knockout shape. Carol lost an astonishing
40 pounds. And Edie lost a mind boggling 110 pounds. (Video: before ' and ' after
photos of consumer endorsers displayed with amounts of weight lost.l
Now it's your turn to dramatically reshape your figure by calling. . . for your new

MiracleTrim Diet Pill System for only $9.95. (Video: during ordering instructions
while telephone number and cost information is presented in audio and video , the
following text is presented at the bottom of various screens in small print:
Following Diet Plan Is Essential For Weight Loss (Average I V2 - 2 Pounds Pcr
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Week) For Results Cannot Be Achieved Solely Through Use Of Pill

" "

testimonials
compensated " and "use only as directed with diet plan.

* * *

DR. PESHKIN (shown in video): Order today, you ll receive your own personal
weight loss consultation , absolutely free. .

PAR. 21. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph twenty,

including but not necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as
Exhibit E, respondents have represented , directly or by implication,
that:

A. MiracleTrim causes substantial weight loss rapidly;
B. Mirac1eTrim causes substantial weight loss without the need

to exercise or reduce caloric intake;
C. Mirac1eTrim s active ingredient is new and/or unique; and
D. Consumers who order Mirac1eTrim will receive a personal

weight-loss consultation from a doctor or medically trained
professional weight- loss counselor.

PAR. 22. In truth and in fact:

A. Mirac1eTrim does not cause substantial weight loss rapidly;
B. Mirac1eTrim does not cause substantial weight loss without the

need to exercise or reduce caloric intake;
C. Mirac1eTrim s active ingredient is not new and/or unique; and
D. Consumers who order Mirac1eTrim will not receive a personal

weight-loss consultation from a doctor or medically trained
professional weight- loss counseJor.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph twenty-one
were, and are , false and misleading.

PAR. 23. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph twenty,

inc1uding but not necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as
Exhibit E , respondents have represented , directly or by implication,
that Mirac1eTrim significantly shrinks millions of fat cells within the
first twenty-four to forty-eight hours of use.

PAR. 24. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph twenty,

inc1uding but not necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as
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Exhibit E, respondents have represented , directly or by implication
that at the time they made the representations set forth in paragraphs
twenty-one A-B and twenty- three, they possessed and relied upon a
reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.

PAR. 25. In truth and in fact, at the time they made the
representations set forth in paragraphs twenty-one A-D and twenty-
three , respondents did not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis
that substantiated such representations. Therefore , the representation
set forth in paragraph twenty-four was , and is , false and misleading.

PAR. 26. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph twenty,

including but not necessarly limited to the advertisement attached as
Exhibit E , respondents have represented , directly or by implication,
that testimonials from consumers appearing in advertisements for
MiracleTrim reflect the typical or ordinar experience of members of
the public who have used the product.

PAR. 27. In truth and in fact , testimonials from consumers
appearing in advertisements for MiracleTrim do not reflect the
typical or ordinary experience of members of the public who have
used the product. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
twenty-six was, and is , false and misleading.

FAILURE TO ADEQUA TEL Y DISCLOSE MATERIAL CONNECTION

PAR. 28. In their advertising and sale of weight- loss pils,
including but not necessarily limited to MegaLoss 1000
FonnulaTrim 3000, and MiracleTrim , respondents have represented
that consumers appearing in respondents' advertisements are

endorsers of the weight-loss pils. Respondents have failed to

disclose adequately that certain consumers appearng in respondents
advertisements have a material connection with respondents in that
such consumers have been compensated, or offered significant

compensation , for endorsing the weight- loss pills. This fact would
be material to consumers in their purchase or use decisions regarding
the products. The failure to disclose adequately this fact , in light of
the representation made , was , and is , a deceptive practice.
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TRADE PRACTICE VIOLAnONS

PAR. 29. In their advertisements for their weight- loss pills,
respondents have directed consumers to call a toll-free telephone
number to place an order. Typically, when consumers called this
telephone number, they were given a choice of paying by check or by
credit card. If consumers indicated that they preferred to pay by
check, they were asked to read the numbers across the bottom of one
of their checks. Respondents then magnetically encoded this
information on a bank draft , which was submitted to the consumer's
bank for payment. If consumers indicated that they preferred to pay
by credit card , they were asked for their credit card number and
respondents billed a charge directly to the consumer s credit card

account.

UNAUTHORIZED DEBITS AND CHARGES

PAR. 30. In numerous instances, respondents have debited
consumers ' bank accounts or billed consumers ' credit card accounts
without the consumers ' authorization or for amounts greater than
those authorized by the consumers. Respondents ' practices as set
forth herein have caused substantial injury to consumers that is not
outweighed by any countervailing benefits to consumers or
competition and is not reasonably avoidable by consumers, and
constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices.

FAILURE TO HONOR MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

PAR. 31. In their advertisements and promotional materials for
their weight- loss pills , respondents have represented that the weight-
loss pils carry a "money-back guarantee " and that consumers can
return the product within a specified time period after receipt of the
product and receive a full refund within a reasonable period of time.

PAR. 32. In truth and in fact, in numerous instances , consumers
have returned the weight- loss pills to respondents within the specified
time period in order to obtain a refund , and respondents have failed
to provide refunds of money paid by such consumers or failed to
provide them within a reasonable period of time. The practices of
respondents as set forth herein have caused substantial injury to
consumers that is not outweighed by any countervailing benefits to
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consumers or competition and is not reasonably avoidable by
consumers , and constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices.

TRUTH IN LENDING ACT VIOLATIONS

PAR. 33. Respondents are creditors as " creditor" is defined in
Section 103(f) of the Truth In Lending Act ("TILA"), IS U.
1602(f), and in Section 226.2(a)(l7) of Regulation Z, 12 CFR
226.2(a)(17), and are, therefore, required to comply with the
applicable provisions of that Act and Regulation.

PAR. 34. Section 226.12(e) of ReguJation Z , 12 CFR 226. 12(e),
which implements Section 166 of the TILA, 15 U.sc. 1666e

provides that:

When a creditor other than a card issuer accepts the return of property or
forgives a debt for services that is to be reflected as a credit to the consumer s credit
card account, that creditor shall , within seven business days from accepting the
return or forgiving the debt , transmit a credit statement to the card issuer through
the card issuer s normal channels for credit statements.

PAR. 35. In numerous instances , respondents have failed to
transmit credit statements to the card issuer through the card issuer
nonnal channels for credit statements within seven business days
from accepting the return of property or forgiving the debt for
services in violation of the TILA and Section 226. 12(e) of Regulation

NONDELIVERY

PAR. 36. In connection with the sale of weight-loss pils to
consumers , respondents have represented , directly or by implication
that the weight- loss pills would be delivered to purchasers within a
reasonable period of time.

PAR. 37. In truth and in fact , in numerous instances , the weight-
Joss pills referred to in paragraph thirty-six that were sold to
purchasers have not been delivered to such purchasers or have not
been delivered to them within a reasonable period of time. Further
in numerous instances, respondents have failed to provide refunds of
money paid by such purchasers or have failed to provide such refunds
within a reasonable period of time. The practices of respondents as
set forth herein have caused substantial injury to consumers that is
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not outweighed by any countervailing benefits to consumers or
competition and is not reasonably avoidable by consumers, and
constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices.

SMOKING CESSA nON PRODUCT -- NICOT All'

PAR. 38. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated advertisements for the Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibit F. This
advertisement contains the following statements and depictions:

(Video: EASILY STOP SMOKING" displayed in large print.J
You can easily stop smoking with the new nonmedicated, nicotine- free , doctor-

approved Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch.
(Video: product box displayed with label reading: " nicotain STOP SMOKING
PATCH.
(Video: DOCTOR APPROVED!" displayed in large print above depiction of
person wearing patch on wrist.)
(Video: NEW' NON-PRESCRIPTION" displayed in large print and "nicotain
STOP SMOKING PATCH" displayed in smaller print over depiction of patch on
wrist.)
This revolutionary new behavior modification , nonprescription Nicotain Stop

Smoking Patch Program is so effective , you can easily quit, whether you smoke
one , two , even three packs a day. " l Video: Cse nonmedicated patch only as
directed with plan " in small print displayed at bottom of screen.
Roxanna Seles smoked for 12 years.

(Video: SMOKED FOR 12 YEARS" displayed in large print.J
ROXANNA: " And I quit in just one week. (Video: QUIT 11\ JUST ONE
WEEK!" displayed in large print video over person identified as Roxanna Selcs
followed by other consumer endorsements.
MAN: "Nicotain made it easy. And I didn t have to go to a doctor for it.
1st WOMAN: "Twenty years , twenty cigarettes a day--and I quit in just two weeks
with Nicotain.

(Video: QUIT IN JUST TWO WEEKS'" displayed in large print.)

* * *

2nd WOMAN: " I called. I quit . and it only cost $9.95.

* * *

MAN: "Every cigarette brings you seven minutes closer to death.
(Video: during ordering instructions , while telephone number and cost information
is presented in audio and video , the following text is presented at the bottom of
varous screens in small print: " use nonmedicated patch only as directed with plan
testimonials compensated/one-week starter program

" "

product effectiveness is
directly related to user s motivation to stop.

PAR. 39. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph thirty-eight
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including but not necessarly limited to the advertisement attached as
Exhibit F, respondents have represented , directly or by implication
that:

A. The Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch enables users to stop

smoking easily, regardless of the number of cigarettes they currently
smoke or the number of years they have smoked; and

B. The Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch works though a mechansm
substantial1y similar or equivalent to a prescription smoking deterrent
patch.

PAR. 40. In truth and in fact:

A. The Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch does not enable users to
stop smoking easily, regardless of the number of cigarettes they
currently smoke or the number of years they have smoked; and

B. The Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch does not work through a
mechanism substantial1y similar or equivalent to a prescription
smoking deterrent patch.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph thirty-nine were
and are , false and misleading.

PAR. 41. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph thirty-eight,
including but not necessarly limited to the advertisement attached as
Exhibit F, respondents have represented , directly or by implication
that at the time they made the representation set forth in paragraph
thirty-nine A , they possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such representation.

PAR. 42. In truth and in fact, at the time they made the
representation set forth in paragraph thirty-nine A, respondents did
not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representation. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
forty-one was , and is , false and misleading.

PAR. 43. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph thirty-eight
including but not necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as
Exhibit F , respondents have represented , directly or by implication
that testimonials from consumers appearng in advertisements for The
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Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch reflect the typical or ordinary
experience of members of the public who have used the product.

PAR. 44. In truth and in fact , testimonials from consumers
appearing in advertisements for Nicotain Stop Smoking Patch do not
reflect the typical or ordinary experience of members of the public
who have used the product. Therefore, the representation set forth in
paragraph forty- three was, and is, false and misleading.

PAR. 45. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the
making of false advertisements in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections S(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Chairman Pitofsky not participating.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , are true and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having detennined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order;

1. Respondent Taleigh Corporation , formerly known as Taleigh
Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under
and by virtue of the Jaws of the State of Florida. At times relevant
hereto , its offce and principal place of business was located at 4742

W. Boca Raton Boulevard , Boca Raton , FL.
Respondent Choice Diet Products , Inc. is a corporation organized,

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York. At times relevant hereto , its offce and principal
place of business was located at 4800 N.W. Boca Raton Boulevard
Boca Raton , FL.

Respondent Willam J. Santamaria is an offcer and director of
said corporations. He formulates , directs and controls the policies
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acts and practices of said corporations and his address is 20640
Baybrooke Court , Boca Raton , FL.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

For purposes of this order:

1. Clearly and prominently as used herein shall mean as
follows:

(a) In a television or videotape advertisement: (1) an audio
disclosure shall be delivered in a volume and cadence and for a
duration sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and comprehend
it; and (2) a video disclosure shall be of a size and shade , and shall

appear on the screen for a duration, suffcient for an ordinary
consumer to read and comprehend it.

(b) In a print advertisement, the disclosure shall be in close

proximity to the representation that triggers the disclosure in at least
twelve (12) point type.

(c) In a radio advertisement , the disclosure shall be delivered in
a volume and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and
comprehend it.

2. "Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean tests,
analyses, research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.

3. "Purchase price shall mean all amounts paid to respondents
in cash or by check, or charged to a consumer s credit card account
or debited from a consumer s checking account, including, where
applicable , sales tax , and any charges not authorized by consumers
to be charged to their charge card accounts or debited from their
checking accounts , provided however, with regard to Part XIV
purchase price shall not include shipping or handling charges if such
charges are not included in respondents ' guarantee or refund offer.
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4. "Weight- loss product shall mcan any product or program
designed or used to prevent weight gain or to produce weight loss
reduction or elimination of fat , slimming, or caloric deficit in a user
of the product or program.

S. "Smoking deterrent or cessation product shall mean any
product or program designed to aid or assist the user to stop or reduce
the cigarette urge, break the cigarette habit, or stop or reduce
smoking.

It is ordered That respondents, Taleigh Corporation and Choice
Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns, and
their officers; and William J. Santamaria , individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondcnts; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division, or other device , in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of FormulaTrim
3000, MegaLoss 1000 , MegaLoss 3000, MiracleTrim , or any other
weightloss product containing phenylpropanolamine as the active
ingredient, in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act . do forthwith cease and desist from
representing, in any manner, directly or by implication , that:

A. Such product causes or assists in causing rapid weight loss;
B. Such product causes or assists in causing substantial weight

loss without the need to exercise or reduce caloric intake;
C. Such product is new or unique or contains a new or unique

ingredient;
D. Such product causes the burning of more body fat than five

hours of aerobics, running ten miles nonstop, swimming two and a
half miles , exercising six hours nonstop, or any similar exercise
activity; or

E. Such product contains an active ingredient that , prior to the
sale of such product, was available only through doctors.
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II.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns,
and their officers; and William 1. Santamaria , individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any weight- loss
product in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from
representing, in any manner, directly or by implication , that such
weight- loss product has any effect on weight or body size , unless
respondcnts disclose, clearly and prominently, and , in a television or
videotape advertisement, simultaneously in both the audio and video
portions of the advertisement , that reducing caloric intake and/or
increasing exercise is required to lose weight; provided however, that
this disclosure shall not be required if respondents possess and rely
upon competent and reliable scientific evidence demonstrating that
such product is effective without reducing caloric intake and/or
InCreasIng exerCIse.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns
and their officers; and William J. Santamaria , individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , dircctly or through any
partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division, or other device , in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling.
promotion, offering for sale , sale . or distribution of any product or
program , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , from representing, in any manner
that:

A. Such product or program weight loss , causes or assists in
causing weight loss, or assists in maintaining weight loss;
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B. Such product or program causes or assists in causing weight
loss without exercise or reducing caloric intake;

C. Such product or program causes the burning of more body fat
than any amount of exercise activity; or

D. Such product or program causes or assists the user to stop or
reduce smoking easily; unless such representation is true, and, at the
time of making such representation , respondents possess and rely
upon competent and reliable scientillc evidence that substantiates the
representation.

IV.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns
and their officers; and William J. Santamaria, individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees, directly or through any
partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division, or other device , in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of Nicotain , or any
substantially similar product or program, in or affecting commerce
as " commerce " is dellned in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do
forthwith cease and desist from representing, in any manner, directly
or by implication . that:

A. Such product or program enables users to stop smoking easily;

B. Such product or program works through a mechanism

substantially similar or equivalent to a prescription smoking deterrent
patch.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products, Inc., corporations , their successors and assigns
and their officers; and William J. Santamaria, individually and as an
offcer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation . subsidiary, division , or other device, in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
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promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of Nicotain , or any
other smoking deterrent or cessation product, in or affecting
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from making, in any
manner, directly or by implication , any misrepresentation , including
through the name of the product, concerning the nature or mechanism
of operation of such product, including, but not limited to , that such
product contains nicotine or works through a mechanism
substantially similar or equivalent to a prescription smoking deterrent
patch.

VI.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns,
and their officers; and William J. Santamaria , individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device , in

connection with the manufacturing. advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any product or
program, in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from
misrepresenting, in any manner , directly or by implication , that:

A. Such product or program is new or unique or contains a new
or unique ingredient;

B. Consumers who order the product or program win receive a
personal consultation from a physician, medical professional or

weight-Joss counselor; or
C. Any endorsement (as " endorsement" is defined in 16 CFR

2SS. 0(b)) of such product or program represents the typical or
ordinary experience of members of the public who use the product or
program.

VII.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Jnc. , corporations , their successors and assigns
and their officers; and William J. Santamaria , individually and as an
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officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any product or
program, in or affecting commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from
failing to disclose , clearly and prominently, a material connection
where one exists , between a person providing an endorsement of any
product or program, as " endorsement " is defined in 16 CPR 255. (b),
and any respondent , or any other individual or entity manufacturing,
labeling, advertising, promoting, offering for sale, selling, or
distributing such product or program. For purposes of this order
material connection " shall mean any relationship that might

materially affect the weight or credibility of the endorsement and
would not reasonably be expected by consumers.

VlI.

/t is further ordered, That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations, their successors and assigns,
and their officers; and William J. Santamaria . individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation , Subsidiary, division , or other device, in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any product or
program , in or affecting commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from
misrepresenting, in any manner, directly or by implication , the
contents , validity, results , conclusions , or interpretations of any test
or study.

IX.

/t is further ordered That respondents, Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc., corporations , their successors and assigns
and their officers; and William J. Santamaria, individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
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partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any product or
program, in or affecting commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from
representing, in any manner, directly or by implication , that;

A. Such product or program does not cause any dangerous side
effects , nervous jitters , or insomnia;

B. Such product or program burns , reduces , or diminishes body
fat; or

C. Such product or program significantly shrnks fat cells; unless,
at the time of making such representation , respondents possess and
rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates
the representation.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns,
and their officers; and William 1. Santamaria, individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division . or other device , in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any weight- loss
product, smoking deterrent or cessation product , food , food or dietary
supplement , drug, or device , as "food

" "

drug, " and "device " are

defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , in or
affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from making, in any
manner , directly or by implication , any representation regarding the
perfonnance , benefits , efficacy, or safety of any such product , unless,
at the time of making such representation . respondents possess and
rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates
the representation.
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XI.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation that is specifically permitted in labeling for any
product by regulations promulgated by the Food and Drug
Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act
of 1990.

XII.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any drug that is pennitted in labeling for any such
drug under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the
Food and Drug Administration , or under any new drug application
approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

XII

It is further ordered, That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns
and their officers; and William J. Santamaria , individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division, or other device , in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale, or distribution of any product or
program, in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from
charging a consumer s credit card account or debiting a consumer's
checking account in an amount in excess of the amount affinnatively
authorized by the consumer.

XIV.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns
and their offcers; and William J. Santamara , individually and as an
offcer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division. or other device , in
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connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any product or
program , in or affecting commerce , as "commerce " is defined , in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Representing, directly or by implication , that consumers can
receive a refund , through such terms as "money back guarantee " or
similar terms , unless respondents refund the full purchase price at the
consumer s request in accordance with the provisions of this Part;

B. Failing to disclose , clearly and prominently, any material
limitations or conditions that apply to a guarantee , waranty or refund
policy;

C. Failing to comply, where applicable , with the requirements of
Section 166 of the Truth in Lending Act 15 c. 1666e and 12

CFR 226. 12(e)(1); and
D. Failing to refund the full purchase price in accordance with the

terms of a guarantee , waranty or refund policy within a reasonable
period of time after a consumer complies with the conditions for
receiving a refund. For purposes of this Part

, "

a reasonable period of
time " shall be:

(1) That period of time specified in respondents ' solicitation if
such period is clearly and prominently disclosed to the consumer in
the solicitation; or (2) if no period of time is clearly and prominently
disclosed , a period of thirty (30) days following the date that the
consumer complies with the conditions for receiving a refund.

For purposes of determning whether a consumer has complied with
the conditions for receiving a refund, the date for determining

whether the consumer has retumed the product or program within the
specified time shall be the date the consumer mails or causes the
product or program to be shipped to the respondents or respondents
designated agents.

xv.

It is further ordered, That respondents, Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations, their successors and assigns
and their offcers; and William J. Santamaria , individually and as an
officer and director of the corporate respondents; and respondents
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agents, representatives, and employees , directly or through any
partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division, or other device, in

connection with the manufacturing, advertising, packaging, labeling,
promotion , offering for sale , sale, or distribution of any product or
program , in or affecting commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from
violating any provision of The Mail or Telephone Order Merchandise
Rule , 16 CPR Par 435 as amended , effective March I , 1994 58 Fed.
Reg. 49095.

XVI.

It is further ordered That respondent William J. Santamaria , and
respondent Santamaria s agents , representatives, and employees,

directly or through any partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division
joint venture or other device , do forthwith cease and desist from
advertising, promoting, offering for sale , selling, or distributing any
weight- loss product or smoking deterrent or cessation product to the
general public , unless prior to advertising, promoting, offering for
sale , selling, or distributing to the general public any such product
respondent Santamaria first obtains a perfonnance bond in the
principal sum of three hundred thousand dollars ($300 000). Said

bond shall be conditioned upon compliance by respondent
Santamaria with the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and with thc provisions of this order. The bond shall be dcemed
continuous and remain in full force and effect as long as respondent
Santamaria continues to advertise , promote , offer for sale, sell , or
distribute any weight- loss product or smoking deterrent or cessation
product , directly or indirectly, to the general public , and for at least
five (5) years after he has ceased any such activity. The bond shall
cite this order as the subject matter of the bond and provide surety
against respondent Santamaria s failure to pay consumer redress or
disgorgement as set forth herein. Such performance bond shall be an
insurance agreement providing surety issued by a surety company
that is admitted to do business in a state in which respondent
Santamaria is doing business and that holds a Federal Certificate of
Authority as Acceptable Surety on Federal Bond and Reinsuring.

Respondent Santamara shall provide a copy of such perfonnance
bond to the associate director of the Federal Trade Commission
Division of Enforcement , 6th Street & Pennsylvania A venue , N.
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Washington , D. , prior to the commencement of any business for
which such bond is required.

Provided , however, in lieu of a performance bond , respondent
Santamaria may establish and fund , pursuant to the terms set forth
herein, an escrow account in the principal sum of three hundred
thousand dollars ($300 000) in cash, or such other assets of

equivalent value , which the Commission , or its representative, in its
sole discretion may approve. Respondent Santamaria shall maintain
such amount in that account for so long as he continues to advertise
promote , offer for sale , sell , or distribute any weight- loss product or
smoking deterrent or cessation product, directly or indirectly, to the
general public , and for at least five (5) years after he has ceased any
such activity. Respondent Santamaria shall pay all costs associated
with the creation, funding, operation, and administration of the

escrow account. The Commission , or its representative , shall, in its
sole discretion , select the escrow agent. The escrow agreement shall
be in substantially the fonn attached to this order as Exhibit A.

The performance bond or escrow agreement shall provide that the
surety company or escrow agent, within thirty days following receipt
of notice that a final judgment or an order of the Commission against
respondent Santamaria for consumer redress or disgorgement in an
action brought under the provisions of the Federal Trade Commssion
Act has been entered, or , in the case of an order of the Commission
has become final , finding that he has violated the tenns of this order
or the Federal Trade Commission Act , and determining the amount
of consumer redress or disgorgement to be paid . shall pay to the
Commission so much of the performance bond or funds of the escrow
account as does not exceed the amount of consumer redress or
disgorgement ordered , and which remains unsatisfied at the time
notice is provided to the surety company or escrow agent , provided
that, if respondent Santamara has agreed to the entry of a court order
or an order of the Commission , a specific finding that Santamaria
violated the tenns of this order or the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act shall not be necessary. A copy of the notice
provided for herein shall be mailed to respondent Santamaria at his
last known address.

Respondent Santamaria may not disclose the existence of the
performance bond or escrow account to any consumer, or other

purchaser or prospective purchaser, to whom a covered product is
advertised , promoted , offered for sale , sold, or distributed , without
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also disclosing at the same time and in a like manner that the
performance bond or escrow account is required by order of the
Federal Trade Commission in settlement of charges that respondent
Santamara engaged in false and misleading representations.

XVII.

It is further ordered, That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , shall:

A. Within thirty (30) days after service of this order, provide a
copy of this order to each of respondents , current principals , offcers
directors, and managers, and to all personnel, agents, and
representatives having sales , advertising, or policy responsibility with
respect to the subject matter of this order; and

B. For a period of five (5) years from the date of issuance of this
order, provide a copy of this order to each of respondents , future
principals , officers , directors , and managers , and to all personnel
agents, and representatives having sales, advertising, or policy
rcsponsibility with respect to the subject matter of this order who are
associated with respDndents or any subsidiary, successor, or assign
within three (3) days after the person assumes his or her
responsibilities.

XV1I

It is further ordered, That for five (5) years aftcr the last date of
dissemination of any representation covered by this order
respondents , or their successors and assigns, shall maintain and upon
request makc available to the Federal Trade Commission or its staff
for inspection and copying:

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such

representation; and
B. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations or other

evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call
into question such representation , or the basis relied upon for such
representation , including complaints from consumers.
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XIX.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , shall notify the Federal Trade

Commssion at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in
their corporate structures , including but not limited to dissolution
assignment, or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or affiliates
the planned filing of a bankruptcy petition , or any other corporate
change that may affect compliance obligations arising out of this
order.

XX.

It is further ordered, That respondent, William J. Santamaria,
shall , for a period of seven (7) years from the date of issuance of this
order, notify the Commission within thirty (30) days of the
discontinuance of his present business or employment and of his
affliation with any new business or employment. Each notice of
affiliation with any new business or employment shall include
respondent s new business address and telephone number, current
home address , and a statement describing the nature of the business
or employment and his duties and responsibilities.

XXI.

It is further ordered That respondents , Taleigh Corporation and
Choice Diet Products , Inc. , corporations , their successors and assigns
and their offcers; and William J. Santamaria , individually and as an
offcer and director of the corporate respondents; shall, within sixty
(60) days after service of this order, and at such other times as the
Federal Trade Commission may require , file with the Commission a
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and fonn in which
they have complied with this order.

Chairman Pitofsky not participating.
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EXHIBIT A

THIS ESCROW AGREEMENT, made and entered into this dayof , by and between William J. Santamaria
(hereinafter " Santamaria ); and the Federal Trade Commission , an
agency of the Government of the United States of America , by andthrough (hereinafter "FTC); and

(hereinafter "Escrow Agent

WITNESSETH:

Whereas the FTC and Santamaria have entered into an
Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist
(hereinafter " Consent Order ), a copy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit A; and

Whereas the Consent Order requires that Santamaria cease and
desist from advertising, promoting, offering for sale , selling, or

distributing any product listed therein to the general public unless he
first establishes and maintains an escrow account , under the terms
and conditions specified in the Consent Order;

Now, wherefore in accordance with the terms of the Consent
Order, which are incorporated herein by reference, the parties
covenant and agree as follows:

1. Santamaria shall establish an Escrow Account at
to be styled Santamaria Escrow Account

Escrow Agent. Santamaria shall deposit into the
Escrow Account an initial sum of at least three hundred thousand
dollars ($300 000) in cash , or other approved assets of equivalent
value. Thereafter, Santamaria shall deposit such additional amounts
into the Escrow Account as are necessary to maintain the total
amount in the Escrow Account at three hundred thousand dollars
(S300 OOO).

2. The Escrow Agent shall be the sole signatory on the Escrow
Account and access to the funds held in that account shall be solely
through the Escrow Agent. It is understood by the parties to this
Escrow Agreement that upon the signing of this Agreement
Santamaria relinquishes to the Escrow Agent , all legal title to the
escrow funds , except as to such amounts in the Escrow Account that
are in excess of three hundred thousand dollars ($300 000). Until and
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unless the Escrow Account is tenninated as provided for herein
Santamaria agrees to make no claim to or demand for return of the
funds , directly or indirectly, through counselor otherwise; and . in the
event of bankruptcy, Santamaria acknowledges that the funds are not
part of Santamaria s estate , nor does the estate have any claim or
interest therein.

3. The Escrow Agent and the parties hereto agree that the escrow
funds shall be held only in accordance with the tenns of the Consent
Order and the Escrow Agreement. Santamaria shall pay all costs
associated with the creation , funding, operation , and administration
of the Escrow Account as they become due. In the event that
Santamaria fails to pay such costs as they become due , the Escrow
Agent shall pay the costs from the interest earned on the escrow
funds.

4. The Escrow Agent , within thirty days following receipt of
notice that a final judgment or an order of the Commission against
Santamaria for consumer redress or disgorgement in an action
brought under the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
has been entered . or . in the case of an order of the Commission . has
become final, finding that he has violated the terms of the Consent
Order or the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and
determining the amount of consumer redress or disgorgement to be
paid, which notice also shall be mailed to Santamaria at his last
known address , shall pay to the Commission so much of the funds of
the Escrow Account as does not exceed the amount of consumer
redress or disgorgement ordered, and which remains unsatisfied at the
time notice is provided to the Escrow Agent , provided that, if
Santamaria has agreed to the entry of a court order or an order of the
Commssion , a specific finding that Santamaria violated the tenns of
the Consent Order or the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act shall not be necessary. The Escrow Agent shall have the power
to convert to cash so much of the Escrow Account assets as are
necessary to satisfy the obligations of the judgment or order.

S. The Escrow Account shall continue until at least five years
after Santamaria last advertises promotes , offers for sale , sells , or
distributes any product specified in the consent order , at which time
if there are no pending FTC investigations , legal or administrative
actions by the FTC against Santamaria, or unsatisfied obligations
pursuant to a judgment or order described in paragraph four herein
for which a claim could be made against the escrow funds under the
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tenns of the Consent Order, the FTC shall , upon Santamara s request
instruct the Escrow Agent to terminate the Escrow Account and
return the balance of the Escrow Account to Santamaria. At such
time , the Escrow Agent shall be fully and completely released from
its agency as herein described. The legal title to the escrow funds
shall vest in Santamaria at such time as the Escrow Agent, pursuant
to instructions from the FTC, returns the funds to Santamaria.

Witness the signatures of the parties , the day and year first above
written.

DATE:
WILLIAMJ. SANTAMARIA

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
DATE:

COUNSEL FOR THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISION
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IN THE MATTER OF

KOREAN VIDEO STORES ASSOCIATION OF MARYLAND . ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER. ETC.. IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEe. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3588. Complaint. June 20. 1995--Decision , June 20. 1995

This consent order prohibits, among other things, a Maryland-based video store
association and its members from entering into any agreement to raise , fix , or
maintain prices in the retail video tape rental business; and requires , within 30
days , its members to display a poster announcing the settlement, in both
English and Korean, in their respective stores and to publish the entire text of
the poster in three Korean- language newspapers in the Washington , D.C. area.

Appearances

For the Commission: Joseph G. Krauss.
For the respondents: Robert Paul, Shaw,

Trowbridge, Washington , D.
Pittman, Potts &

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission ("Commission ), having reason to believe that the
Korean Video Stores Association of Maryland , Chang Hyun Cho
Bong Soo Ha, Yoo Kwan Jun , Dae Yong Kang, Yong Hoon Kang,
Mi La Kim , Ki Sik Kim , Suk C. Kim , Ju Young Lee , Kyeong Hae
Lee , Chang Jin Park, Mi Hwa Park , Young Min Ro, Chae SuI Song,
Tae Eung Yu , and Seung Man Yun, hereinafter sometimes referred
to as respondents , have violated the provision of said Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:

I. RESPONDENTS

1. Respondent Korean Video Stores Association of Maryland is
an unincorporated trade association. Its mailing address is c/o Nalee
Video , 13-G Aquahart Plaza . Glen Bumie, MD.
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2. Respondent Chang Hyun Cho is an individual trading and
doing business as Hana Video , 220 N. Crain Highway, Glen Burnie,
MD.

3. Respondent Bong Soo Ha is an individual trading and doing
business as Video Town , 2092 Veirs Mil Road, Rockville , MD.

4. Respondent Yoo Kwan Jun is an individual trading and doing
business as Harford Video , 8904 Harford Road , Baltimore , MD.

S. Respondent Dae Yong Kang is an individual trading and doing
business as Daenamoo Video 5722 York Road , Baltimore , MD.

6. Respondent Yong Hoon Kang is an individual trading and
doing business as Lotte Gifts Store , 2201 N. Charles Street
Baltimore , MD.

7. Respondent Mi La Kim is an individual trading and doing
business as Koryo Video , 10820-G Rhode Island A venue , Beltsville
MD.

8. Respondent Ki Sik Kim is an individual trading and doing
business as Video Center , 29 W. North Avenue , Baltimore , MD.

9. Respondent Suk C. Kim is an individual trading and doing
business as Nalee Video, 13-G Aquahart Plaza, Glen Burnie , Md.

10. Respondent Ju Young Lee is an individual trading and doing
business as Young Video , 11790 Parklawn Drive , Rockville, MD.

11. Respondent Kyeong Hae Lee is an individual trading and
doing business as Korean Corner , 12207 Veirs Mill Road , Wheaton
MD.

12. Respondent Chang Jin Park is an individual trading and doing
business as Samsung Video 3425 N. Chathom Road #108 , Ellicott
City, MD.

13. Respondent Mi Hwa Park is an individual trading and doing
business as Sarangbang Video , 2430 York Road , Timonium , MD.

14. Respondent Young Min Ro is an individual trading and doing
business as Hanyang Video , c/o Lucky World (Laurel), 14222 Cherr
Lane Ct. , Laurel , MD.

IS. Respondent Chae SuI Song is an individual trading and doing
business as Lucky Gifts , 1690-D Annapolis Road , Odenton , MD.

16. Respondent Tae Eung Yu is an individual trading and doing
business as Hyundai Video 10539 Greenbelt Road , Seabrook, MD.

17. Respondent Seung Man Yun is an individual trading and
doing business as Gaymi Video , 801 S. Crain Highway, Glen Burnie
MD.
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II. JURISDICTION

18. Respondents are now, and for some time have been , engaged
in the purchasing, offering for rental , and rental of video tapes to
retail customers.

19. In the course and conduct of their business , and at all times
mentioned herein , respondents have been , and are now , in substantial
competition in or affecting commerce with persons engaged in the
retail video tape rental business. The retail video tape rental business
means the business of renting video tapes for a fee to retail
customers.

20. The respondents maintain , and at all times relevant herein
have maintained , a substantial course of business , including the acts
and practices hereinafter set forth , which are in or affect commerce
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

II ACTS AND PRACTICES

21. Prior to August 1993 , the individual respondents had been in
substantial competition with one another in the retail video tape rental
business in the Metropolitan Washington , D. C. area.

22. On or about August 22 , 1993, several of the individual

respondents held a meeting and discussed the retail video tape rental
business, among other things, including the costs and pricing of retail
video tape rentals.

23. During this meeting, those individual respondents that were
present agreed to jointly increase the retail price of Korean language
video tape rentals from approximately $1. 00 to $1. 50 per video tape.

24. Those individual respondents that did not attend the above-
mentioned meeting learned of the price increase agreement and
agreed to adopt and honor the agreement.

25. On or about August 25, 1993 , in furtherance of the joint price
increase agreement , the respondents announced the price increase to
the general public by displaying at each individual respondents ' place
of business a poster setting forth the joint price increase agreement
and signed in the name of the respondent Korean Video Stores
Association of Maryland.
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IV. EFFCTS OF THE HORIZONTAL PRICE FIXING

26. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents have had
and are now having the effects , among others, of:

a. Raising, fixing, stabilizing, or otherwise interfering or
tampering with the retail prices of Korean language video tape rentals
in the Metropolitan Washington , D. C. area; and

b. Hampering and restricting competition in the Korean language
retail video tape rental business in the Metropolitan Washington

C. area.

V. VIOLA nON CHARGED

27. The acts and practices of the respondents described herein
constitute unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce in
violation of Section of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The
acts and practices of the respondents , or the effects thereof, are

continuing and will continue or recur in the absence of the relief
requested.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Competition

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an

admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules;

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having detennined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
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have violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Korean Video Stores Association of Maryland is
an unincorporated trade association. Its mailing address is c/o Nalee
Video 13- Aquahart Plaza, Glen Burnie , MD.

Respondent Chang Hyun Cho is an individual trading and doing
business as Hana Video, 220 N. Crain Highway, Glen Burnie , MD.

Respondent Bong Soo Ha is an individual trading and doing
business as Video Town, 2092 Veirs Mill Road , Rockville, MD.

Respondent Yu Kwan Jeon is an individual trading and doing
business as Harford Video , 8904 Harford Road , Baltimore , MD.

Respondent Dae Yong Kang is an individual trading and doing
business as Daenamoo Video, 5722 York Road , Baltimore , MD.

Respondent Y ong Hoon Kang is an individual trading and doing
business as Lotte Gifts Store, 2201 N. Charles Street, Baltimore
MD.

Respondent Mi La Kim is an individual trading and doing
business as Koryo Video , 10820-G Rhode Island A venue , Beltsvile
MD.

Respondent Ki Sik Kim is an individual trading and doing
business as Video Center, 29 W. North Avenue, Baltimore, MD.

Respondent Suk C. Kim is an individual trading and doing
business as Nalee Video 13- Aquahart Plaza , Glen Burnie , MD.

Respondent Ju Young Lee is an individual trading and doing
business as Young Video, 11790 Parklawn Drive , Rockville , MD.

Respondent Kyeong Hae Lee is an individual trading and doing
business as Korean Corner, 12207 Veirs Mill Road , Wheaton , MD.

Respondent Chang Jin Park is an individual trading and doing
business as Samsung Video , 3425 N. Chathom Road #108 , Ellicott
City, MD.

Respondent Mi Hwa Park is an individual trading and doing
business as Sarangbang Video , 2430 York Road , Timonium , MD.
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Respondent Young Min Ro is an individual trading and doing
business as Hanyang Video, c/o Lucky World (Laurel), 14222 Cherr
Lane Ct. , Laurel , MD.

Respondent Chae SuI Song is an individual trading and doing
business as Lucky Gifts , 1690-D Annapolis Road , Odenton , MD.

Respondent Tae Eung Yu is an individual trading and doing
business as Hyundai Video, 10539 Greenbelt Road , Seabrook , MD.

Respondent Seung Man Yun is an individual trading and doing
business as Gaymi Video , 801 S. Crain Highway, Glen Burnie , MD.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That, as used in this order, the following definitions
shall apply:

(A) Respondent Korean Video Association means the Korean
Video Stores Association of Marland , its predecessors, subsidiaries
divisions , members , commttees , and groups and affliates controlled
by the Korean Video Stores Association of Marland, their directors,
offcers, employees , agents, and representatives , and their successors
and assigns.

(B) Individual respondents means Chang Hyun Cho
individually and trading and doing business as Hana Video; Bong
Soo Ha, individually and trading and doing business as Video Town;
Yoo Kwan Jun , individually and trading and doing business as
Harford Video; Dae Yong Kang, individually and trading and doing
business as Daenamoo Video; Yong Hoon Kang, individually and
trading and doing business as Lotte Gifts Store; Mi La Kim
individually and trading and doing business as Koryo Video; Ki Sik
Kim , individually and trading and doing business as Video Center;
Suk C. Kim, individually and trading and doing business as Nalee
Video; Ju Young Lee , individually and trading and doing business as
Young Video; Kyeong Hae Lee , individually and trading and doing
business as Korean Corner; Chang Jin Park, individually and trading
and doing business as Samsung Video; Mi Hwa Park, individually
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and trading and doing business as Sarangbang Video; Young Min Ro
individually and trading and doing business as Hanyang Video; Chae
SuI Song, individually and trading and doing business as Lucky
Gifts; Tae Eung Yu , individually and trading and doing business as
Hyundai Video; Seung Man Yun , individually and trading and doing
business as Gaymi Video; and their respective successors and
assIgns.

(C) Respondents means the respondent Korean Video
Association and the individual respondents.

(D) Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.
(E) Video tapes means pre-recorded video cassette tapes.
(F) Retail video tape rental business means the business of

renting pre-recorded video cassette tapes for a fee to retail customers.

II.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or indirectly, or
through any corporation , association , or other device, in connection
with the retail video tape rental business , in or affecting commerce
as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended , forthwith cease and desist from:

(A) Entering into, attempting to enter into, organizing,
continuing, adhering to, or maintaining any combination , conspiracy,
contract, agreement , understanding, plan , or program with any person
in the retail video tape rental business to construct , fix, stabilize

raise , maintain , or otherwise interfere or tamper with the prices
charged or other terms or conditions for retail video tape rentals;

(B) Recommending or encouraging any person in the retail video
tape rental business to charge certain prices or set other terms or
conditions for retail video tape rentals;

(C) For a period of three (3) years after the date this order
becomes final , continuing any formal or infonnal meeting of the
respondent Korean Video Association or of any individual
respondents , after:

1. Any person makes a statement , addressed to or audible to the
body of the meeting, concerning the prices of retail video tape rentals
and respondents fail to declare such statement to be out of order;
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2. Any person makes two such statements concerning the prices
of retail video tape rentals and respondents fail to eject him or her
from the meeting; or

3. Two people make such statements concerning the prices of
retail video tape rentals.

Provided, however , that without regard to the obligations of
respondent Korean Video Association under paragraph II. (C), if a
person making a prohibited statement is not ejected, and such
meeting continues , then the individual respondents shall instead leave
such meeting and within thirty (30) days after such meeting shall
report to the Commission the circumstances of such meeting, a
description of the prohibited statements and respondents ' actions in
response thereto.

It is further ordered, That respondent Korean Video Association
directly or indirectly, or through any corporation , association , or
other device, in connection with the retail video tape rental business
in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commssion Act , as amended , forthwith cease and desist from:

(A) Prohibiting, regulating, or advising against any fonn of price
competition between or among persons in the retail video tape rental
business; and

(B) Inviting, coordinating, or providing a forum for any
discussion or agreement between or among persons in the retail video
tape rental business concerning prices charged for retail video tape
rentals.

IV.

It is further ordered That:

(A) Each individual respondent shall , within thirty (30) days after
the date this order becomes final , prepare and for a period of sixty
(60) days , clearly display a corrective poster at each individual

respondent s place of business. Each poster shall be in both English
and Korean , shall be no less than two feet by two feet in size, and
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shall have the text of Appendices A and B , attached to this order
enlarged and conspicuously displayed thereon; and

(B) Respondent Korean Video Association shall , within thirty
(30) days after the date this order becomes final , publish Appendix
B to this order in the Metropolitan Washington , D. C. editions of the

periodicals "Korea Times

" "

Joong Ang Ilbo " and "Chosun Ilbo.

It is further ordered That:

(A) Respondent Korean Video Association and the individual
respondents shall , within ninety (90) days after the date this order
becomes final, fie with the Secretary of the Federal Trade
Commission a verified written report setting forth in detail the
manner and fonn in which respondents have complied and are
complying with this order. Among such other information as may be
required, the individual respondents ' compliance reports shall contain
a picture of the corrective poster as displayed and the dates such
poster was displayed;

(B) Respondent Korean Video Association shall , annually for
three (3) years on the anniversary of the date this order becomes
final , file with the Secretary of the Federal Trade Commission a
verified written report setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which respondents have complied and are complying with this order;
and

(C) Respondent Korean Video Association and the individual
respondents shall , for a period of three (3) years after the date this
order becomes final , notify the Federal Trade Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in any respondent , such

as dissolution, assignment, sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor organization, or the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries
or any change in such respondent that may affect compliance

obligations arsing out of this order.

VI.

It is further ordered That , for the purpose of determining or
securing compliance with this order, respondents shall pennit any
duly authorized representative of the Commission:
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(A) Access , during offce hours and in the presence of counsel , to

inspect and copy all books , ledgers , accounts, correspondence

memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or
under the control of a respondent relating to any matters contained in
this order; and

(B) Upon five days ' notice to a respondent and without restraint
or interference from it , to interview officers, directors , or employees
of such respondent.

VII.

It is further ordered That this order shall terminate on June 20,
2015.

APPENDIX A

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Korean Video Stores Association of Maryland (the " Korean
Video Association ) and its individual members (Chang Hyun Cho
Bong Soo Ha , Yoo Kwan Jun, Dae Yong Kang, Yong Hoon Kang,
Mi La Kim , Ki Sik Kim , Suk C. Kim, Ju Young Lee , Kyeong Hae
Lee , Chang Jin Park, Mi Hwa Park , Young Min Ro, Chae SuI Song,
Tae Eung Yu , and Seung Man Yun) have entered into a consent
agreement with the Federal Trade Commission ("Commission ) to

settle the Commission s charges that the Korean Video Association
and its individual members named above violated Section of the

Federal Trade Commssion Act when they jointly decided to increase
prices for retail video tape rentals in 1993. The U. S. antitrust laws,
including the Sherman Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act
prohibit competitors in the same line of business from jointly setting
prices they charge to their customers.

Pursuant to this consent agreement, the Commission has issued
an Order that prohibits the Korean Video Association and its
individual members from jointly deciding prices that they charge to
their customers in the retail video tape rental business. The Order
also prohibits the Korean Video Association and its individual
members from taking any other actions that may harm price
competition.
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The Korean Video Association and its individual members also
understand and agree to honor that each person in the retail video
tape rental business must unilaterally and independently determne its
own pnces.

Korean Video Stores Association of Maryland

Chang Hyun Cho Bong Soo Ha Yoo Kwan Jun
Hana Video Video Town Harford V ideo

Dae Y ong Kang Yong Hoon Kang Mi La Kim
Daenamoo Video Lotte Gifts Store Koryo Video

Ki Sik Kim Suk C. Kim Ju Young Lee
Video Center Nalee Video Young Video 

Kyeong Hae Lee Chang Jin Park Mi Hwa Park
Korean Comer Samsung Video Sarangbang Video

Young Min Ro Chae SuI Song Tae Eung Yu
Hanyang Video Lucky Gifts Hyundai Video

Seung Man Yun
Gaymi Video
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APPENDIX B

(Appendix B is the Korean version of Appendix A.
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891 Modifying Order

IN THE MATTER OF

DETROIT AUTO DEALERS ASSOCIATION , INC., ET AL.

MODIFIED FINAL ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEe. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 9189 Final Order, Feb. 22, 1989--Modified Final Order. June 20, 1995

This order modifies an cadier Commission order to require , for one year , that the
automobile dealership and dealership owner respondents involved in the
proceeding to open their showrooms for a minimum of 64 hours per week , or,

at their option. to maintain minimum hours of operation of an average of ten
and one half hours per day on weekdays , plus a minimum of eight hours on
Saturdays. In addition , the Commission modifies Par VII.D of the final order

(I II FTC 417). isued in 1989 . by changing from 30 days to 60 days the time
period within which the dealership association respondent must investigate and
resoJve allegations that association members have violatecd by- laws , rules , or

regulations affected by the order.

ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission on remand from
the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit and on briefs
proposed findings of fact, affidavits and other materials filed by
complaint counsel and by respondents. For the reasons stated in the
accompanying opinion , the Commission has determined to modify
the final order, issued on February 22 1989, 111 FTC at 513-521 , as
set forth below and to issue the modified order with respect to all
respondents that remain in the proceeding.

Part II of the order of February 22 1989 , is hereby deleted , and
It is hereby ordered, That the following is substituted as new Part II:

It is further ordered That each dealership and individual
respondent shall , commencing thirty (30) days after this order
becomes final and continuing for a period of one (l) year, either
maintain a minimum of sixty-four (64) hours of operation per week
for the sale and lease of motor vehicles, or alternatively, maintain a
minimum of an average of ten and a half hours of operation per day
during weekdays for the sale and lease of motor vehicles, plus an
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additional eight hours of operation on Saturdays for the sale and 1ease
of motor vehicles. Each dealership and individual respondent shall
post conspicuously its hours of operation at each of its places of
business subject to this order in a manner and location readily visible
to the public from outside the showroom of the dealership. Each
dealership and individual respondent shall conduct its sales operation
during any non-weekday hours in all respects in the same manner as
during weekday hours , except that the motor vehicle sales force on
duty during non-weekday hours may equal in number no less than
one- third of the motor vehicle sales force generally on duty during
weekday hours.

The requirement of this Part II to maintain minimum weekly
hours of operation shall not apply to any individual respondent who
does not own or operate any dealership in the Detroit area.

Subpart VII.D of the order of February 22, 1989 is hereby

de1eted, and it is hereby ordered that the following is substituted as
new Subpart VII.D:

D. Within sixty (60) days after receiving information from any
source concerning a potential violation of any bylaw . rule, or

regulation required by Part VII.B of this order, investigate the
potcntial violation , record the findings of the investigation , and expel
for a period of one (I) year any member who is found to have
violated any of the bylaws , rules or regulations required by Part
VII. B of this order.

Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner Varney not participating.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

BY AZCUENAGA Commissioner:

On February 22 , 1989, the Commission ordered the Detroit Auto
Dealers Association, Inc. ("DADA" ), other associations of
automobile dealers in the Detroit area , and many dealerships and
individuals to cease and desist from agreeing to fix their hours of
operation. ' The respondents appealed , and on January 31 , 1992 , the

I In 
addition , the onkr prohibited certain el'changes of information about hours of operation and

prohibited the coercion of other dealers to adopt paricular hours of operation. The order n:quired the
dealership to remain open for a minimum of i"ty- four hours of operalion per week for a one-year period and
contained other provisions to prevent a recurrence of unlawful agreements all hours of husine,,, operation
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United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit "generally
affinned the Commission , but remanded for the limited purposes of
further proceedings as set forth in Section II of the Court of Appeals
opinion and for consideration of two remedial issues. ' The Supreme
Court denied cross petitions for certiorari on November 9, 1992.

Subsequently, sixty-one individuals , sixty-eight dealerships , and
fifteen dealer associations signed a consent agreement settling the
charges .' The consent order with these respondents was made final
on May 5, 1994. The Detroit Automobile Dealers Association and a
fonner association officer settled on similar tenns on July 27 , 1994.
In addition , the Commission dismissed the complaint against certain
individual respondents who died during the course of the litigation
and against dealerships that had their franchises tenninated and are
no longer in business. As a result of the settlements and dismissals
the case remains pending against a total of twenty-seven respondents.
Twenty- two respondents, including twelve dealerships and ten
individuals , filed a joint brief and evidentiary materials in response
to the Commission s Order On Remand

I. INTRODucnON

A. Factual Background

The complaint alleged that the Detroit automobile dealers
violated Section of the Federal Trade Commission Act by agreeing
to close their automobile sales showrooms on Saturday and three
weekday evenings. The existence of agreements among dealers to
close , orchestrated by the Detroit Auto Dealers Association and the
line groups (associations of dealers of a particular automobile brand),
is not in dispute at this point in the proceeding.

The agreement to close on Saturdays and three weekday evenings
evolved over a fourteen-year period when the automobile dealers in
Detroit were resisting union efforts to organize their sales employees.
Until 1959, Detroit auto dealerships were open weekday evenings

Detro!t Auro Dealers Associarion , Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission 955 F.2d 457 , 472 (6th

Cir.), cert denied 113 S, Ct. 461 (1992).
3 In Januar 1993. the parties fied ajoint memorandum requesting that the Commission take no

action for forty-five days . pending settlement discussions. On March 17 , 1993, after the expiration of
that period , the Commission issued an Order On Remand , requesting briefing on certain remand issues
Briefs were filed on August 20 1993 , and Answering Briefs were filed on September 20, 1993.

4 The other five respondents did not file briefs or any other documents in response to the

Commission s Order on Remand.
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and Saturdays. IDF')9. ' Beginning in June 1959, the Detroit Auto
Dealers Association encouraged members to close early two evenings
per week. IDF ')') 11- 18. When this agreement to close proved
successful , in 1961 , members of the Association agreed to close early
on a third weekday evening. IDF ')')19- 34. From 1968 to 1971
members of the various line groups agreed to close on Saturdays
during the summer months. IDF 'J 38- 46. In 1973, the dealers
agreed to close year- round on Saturdays. IDF ')')47-

Union organizing drives occurred contemporaneously with the
agreements among dealers to reduce hours of operation. Before
1959, most dealers were open a total of 69 hours per week. IDF ')92.
Some dealers required the sales staff to work during all hours of
operation. mF') 96. Others used split shifts , but sales employees
felt pressure to be present during all hours of business for fear of
losing commissions. IDF')')98 , 101 , 120-21.

Both the Teamsters and the Salesmen s Guild of America began
organizing campaigns in 1959. Both unions demanded multi-
employer bargaining, uniform five-day work weeks, higher
commissions , and other concessions. IDF ')12S- 130. In 1960 , the
line groups recommended that member dealers adopt minimum
employment standards to satisfy many of the demands being made by
the unions. 111 FTC at 481. These changes included paid vacations
minimum commssions , shorter work weeks and group insurance. Id.
This strategy proved to be successful , and by the end of 1960 , the
Teamsters lost most representation elections. IDF ')14S.

By the end of 1960 , most dealerships were closed on Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday evenings, but the sales employees remain,oc!

dissatisfied with the length of the work week. IDF ')')148 , IS I. In
1966 , the Automotive Sales Association ("ASA" ) began to recruit

5 References to the record are abbreviated
, as follows:

lD -- Initial Decision
IDF -- Initial Decision Finding
Tr. -- Transcript of Hearngex -- Complaint Counsels Exhibit
RX -- Respondents ' Exhibit
RRX -- Respondents ' Remand Exhibit
RPF -- Respondents , Proposed Finding
RPSF -- Respondents' Proposed Supplemental Finding

6 The Commission adopted these findings by the AU. 
Detroit Auto Dealers Association , Inc. ! 11

FTC 4171 47G-79 (1989), affd in par and remanded in par Detroit Auto Dealers Association , Inc. v.
FTC, 955 F.2d 457 (6th Cir.

), 

cert. denied 113 S. Ct. 461 (1992).
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members and demanded evening and Saturday closing as a primary
union objective. mF l'l 152- 53. Although the ASA won
approximately 81 representation elections, it was not successful in
negotiating Saturday closing as part of collective bargaining

agreements. mF'I 166-69. In 1967 , the ASA struck some dealers
and picketed some nonunion dealers. mF 'I'l 184- 86. Threats

assaults , and property damage against dealers occurred during this
period. mF 'I'l 186- 92.

The ASA affiiated with the Teamsters who made unifonn
Saturday closing the centerpiece of their organizing efforts. mF 'I'l
205-206. The dealers discussed the Teamsters ' demands at line group
meetings and discussed making concessions to achieve labor
stability. mF'I 232. The dealers decided that the on y way to end
the labor strife was to adopt uniform year-round Saturday closing.
mF'I 238. Saturday closing was adopted to satisfy the salesmen and
avert further unionization. mF 'I'l 240-41.

A period of relative labor peace has prevailed since the dealers
agreed to adopt unifonn Saturday closing in 1973. mF'I 242. Since
1973 , however, dealers who have attempted to open on Saturday have
been picketed and have suffered vandalism and threats of violence.
mF 'I'l 245- 284. Although the Commission found that some

salesmen participated in the picketing, it concluded that " the
perpetrators of the threats and vandalism remain unidentified. " 111
FTC at 483 (footnote omitted).

B. Commission Proceedings

The Administrative Law Judge ("AU") dismissed the complaint
concluding that the non-statutory labor exemption shielded the
agreement among dealers to establish uniform hours of operation.
111 FTC at 474-75. The AU stated that the exemption depended on
the following considerations: whether a labor dispute led to the

concerted activity, whether labor concerns were the motivation for
the concerted action , and whether its primary effect was on the labor
concern. Id. at 466. He found that the automobile dealers were
motivated by the labor dispute to enter into the agreement and that its
primar effect would be on the sales employees, and not the
customers , who would suffer comparatively little inconvenience in
shopping. Id.
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The Commission reversed, deciding that the non-statutory labor
exemption did not apply to the agreement among dealers. The
Commission concluded that the agreement was not part of a labor
negotiation , but rather was adopted by employers to forestall
unionization of their employees and to head off collective bargaining.
111 FTC at 488. Rejecting the AU' s motivation test for determning
the applicability of the exemption , the Commission observed that
such a subjective test would simply invite abuse. Since the
employees and the dealers had parallel incentives , the benefit to the
employees from reduced hours of operation did not provide a basis
for exemption from Section S. Id at 489.

The Commssion found that the respondents did not present any
evidence that the agreement among dealers resulted from "ann
length negotiation with their sales employees. " 111 FTC at 492
(footnote omitted). It observed that the purpose of the non- statutory
labor exemption was to preserve the integrity of the labor negotiation
process , and that it would be inconsistent with national labor policy
to use the exemption to immunize conduct that was designed to head
off collective bargaining. Id. Further , the Commission decided that
a finding of a Section violation would not upset any carefully
negotiated balance of interests between employers and employees.

II. THE REMAND BY THE COURT OF APPEALS

The respondents sought judicial review of the Commssion s final
order and opinion. On Januar 31 , 1992, the Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit remanded the case to the Commission.

A. The Opinion of the Court of Appeals

The Court of Appeals "agreed with the FTC's conclusion

generally that the agreement in controversy was not subject to the
non-statutory labor exemption " but remanded for consideration
whether " this same conclusion applies to the distinct minority of
petitioner dealers who entered into collective bargaining agreements

. . ..

955 F2d at 467. The court pointed out that as a factual matter
it was unclear whether these agreements were the result of bona fide

negotiations. Id.
The Administrative Law Judge made findings that seven

dealerships entered agreements with their employees. IDF 91 288-
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299. The Commission opinion dismissed the significance of those
agreements , saying that they did not establish " bargained-for " hours

but merely incorporated, by maintenance of standards provisions , the
unlawful hours limitations orchestrated by the Detroit Automobile
Dealers Association. III FTC at 491.

The Court of Appeals , however , indicated that the Commission
had failed to deal adequately with the individual collective bargaining
agreements. It said that a petitioner " may well be able to claim " the
exemption if direct negotiations and collective bargaining brought
about " additional or different limits on showroom hours. 955 F.2d
at 468. The court said that individual , good faith negotiations
between a dealer and the employee union should not be discounted
emphasizing that the important question is " whether bona fide
bargaining took place " with respect to hours. 

Recognizing that the agreement to establish uniform showroom
hours was among dealers, the court nonetheless found it " material for
the FTC to consider whether" the individual dealer-union agreements
contained hours restrictions that were the product of "genuine
collective bargaining. Id. Although the Sixth Circuit agreed with the
Commission that the dealers ' association could not claim the
exemption , it nevertheless directed the Commission to examine
dealers individually "with respect to whether some may actually have
negotiated with unions or representatives for shorter showroom hours
in good faith (or under force and threats of vandalism , violence
picketing and property damage). Id.

The court concluded that the Commission had not adequately
analyzed the AU' s findings of fact and conclusions of law. 

directed the Commission on remand to consider the record and
findings "regarding any individual dealers who may be entitled to
claim an exemption under the circumstances of bona fide collective
bargaining with a union for shorter showroom hours or as a direct
result of union directed violence and force for shorter showroom
hours. Id. at 468 (emphasis in original , footnote omitted).

B. The Positions of the Parties on the Scope of the Remand

On remand , complaint counsel take the position that none of the
dealers is entitled to the protection of the non-statutory labor

exemption. The respondents take the opposite position that all are
exempt. Complaint counsel's position is consistent with the holding
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of the Commission in 1989 that whatever antitrust immunity might
attach to individual dealer-employee negotiations does not extend to
shield an agreement among dealers. 111 FTC at 492. The
Commission is mindful , however, that although the Court of Appeals
agreed with the Commission that the non-statutory labor exemption
does not shield an agreement among dealers , the court s remand
requires us to consider individual claims by dealers that their
restrictions on hours of operation were the result of bona fide
negotiations either with a union or their employees in order to decide
whether any individual dealers might be exempt.

The respondents argue that the dealers (apparently meaning all
Detroit auto dealers) should be exempt from Section if they acted
in response either to union directed violence or to nonviolent, lawful
union pressure. Brief of respondents at 91. The respondents argue
that in light of national labor policy to encourage unions to use lawful
economic pressure, such as strikes, to resolve labor disputes, antitrust
immunity should be extended to collective action responsive to such
lawful pressure. Id at 91-92.

The respondents further argue that the antitrust exemption should
not be limited to those dealers who were the speciflc targets of union
directed violence or force. Id. at 94- 10 1. They argue that immunity
should extend to any dealer who acted in response to press reports or
other reports of union violence. The respondents also argue that there
is no reason to require proof of union involvement in specific acts of
coercion , as long as some violence was attributable to a union and the
dealers perceived the violence to be union directed. Id. at 105. 

do not so read the opinion of the Court of Appeals
The court affirmed the Commission s decision that the non-

statutory labor exemption does not shield the agreement among
dealers to reduce their hours of operation. Indeed , the court explicitly
affnned the Commission s finding that " motivation by labor
concerns " is not sufficient to support the exemption. 955 2d at 466.
The Commission concludes that for purposes of this remand
motivation "by labor concems " includes motivation based on dealers
subjective perceptions of union violence or threats thereof and,

\;nder the respondcnL ' interpretation of the non-statutory labor exemption , businesses would be
excused from compliance with the antitrust laws if they acted in response to lawful union pressure or
in response to their own subjective perception of union violence. This position appears to be a variation
of the coercion defense that the respondents unsuccessfully asserted before the Administrative Law
Judge and did nO! pursue on appeal to the Commission or the Court of Appeals. Respondents

Memoranda and Proposed Conclusions of Law , April21 . 1987 . at V-43 to Y- , V- IOO to V- !02.
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consistent with the opinion of the court , is not suffcient to justify the
exemption.

C. The Scope of the Remand

The Court of Appeals indicated that the remand is for the " limited
purposes, " set forth in Part II of the opinion. In Part II , the court
indicated that it was considering whether the non-statutory labor
exemption " applies to the distinct minority of petitioner dealers who
entered collective bargaining agreements with unions. . . . " 955 

at 467. This statement suggests that the remand is limited only to
those respondents that engaged in formal collective bargaining with
their sales employees. ' This interpretation is supported by the court
subsequent statement that if a petitioner s " direct negotiations and
collective bargaining with salesperson employees or their
representatives " brought about " additional or different limits on
showroom hours " that dealer might be able to claim the protection
of the exemption. 955 F.2d at 468.

The respondents , however, argue that the Commission should
grant the exemption to any dealer who reduced hours either as a
direct result of union directed violence and force or as a result of
bargaining for shorter hours. The respondents would not require
proof that the hours reduction resulted from bona fide bargaining
between the dealer and the union or the employees , but would require
only a showing that the hours reduction was at least partly motivated
by a perception of union violence. The respondents rely heavily on
the following sentence of the Court of Appeals , opinion:

OUf remand, then , concerns a requirement that the Commission consider
carefully the record and the ALl findings regarding any individual dealers who may
be entitled to claim an exemption under the circumstances of bona fide collective
bargaining with a union for shorter showroom hours or as a direct result of union
directed violence and force for shorter showroom hours. 955 F.2d at 468 (emphasis
in original; footnote omitted)

We reject the respondents ' position , because the opinion , read as
an entirety, indicates that the exemption applies only to dealers who
actually engaged in bona fide bargaining, either with a union or in
response to union directed violence. The sentence immediately

R The seven dealerships and four individual respondents found to have engaged in some fonn of

collective bargaining arc identified in the Initial Decision. IDF 288-299.
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preceding the quoted language states that the Commission should
consider individual dealerships "with respect to whether some may
actually have negotiated with unions or representatives for shorter
showroom hours in good faith (or under force and threats of
vandalism , violence, picketing and property damage). !d. This

phrasing indicates that the court required either bargaining in good
faith or bargaining in response to violence, and not, as the

respondents suggest , either bargaining or a perception of violence.
Other statements in the opinion confirm that the Court of Appeals

intended that the exemption apply only if the dealers engaged in good
faith negotiation with their employees. The court stated: "The
important question , as stated by the FTC , is ' whether bona fide
bargaining took place ' with respect to restrictions on hours of
operation. Id It continued that "we find it material for the FTC to
consider whether separate dealer union agreements existed with
unions which 'contained bargained for hours restrictions,' which were
the product of genuine bargaining. Id. Indeed , the sentence that the
respondents emphasize so heavily, quoted above, directs the

Commission to consider the record and findings of the ALJ , quoting
six of the AU' s conclusions in a footnote. 955 2d at 468 n.
quoting 111 FTC at 467 -68 and n.20. These six conclusions from the
ALl's opinion refer repeatedly to bargaining, to collective bargaining
agreements , and to dealers ' agreements with their employees. Id.

Our reading of the court s opinion that bargaining between the
employer and the union or employees is an essential element of the
non-statutory labor exemption and that unlawful agreements are not
immunized simply because they are a result of union directed
violence and force is consistent with the law of this case and
established precedent. In Allen Bradley Co. v. Local Union No.
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 325 U. S. 797 799-
800 (1945), the Supreme Court held that the labor exemption did not
shield " industry-wide understandings, looking not merely to tenns
and conditions of employment but also to price and market control."
Employers and the union entered collective bargaining agreements
under which the employers would decline to deal with companies that
employed workers who were not members of Local Union No.
Without addressing whether those collective bargaining agreements
violated the Sherman Act , the Court found that they were only one
element in a broader scheme among the manufacturers and
contractors to monopolize the New York City market. Id. at 809.
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Allen Bradley stands for the proposition that even collective
bargaining agreements between an employer and union cannot shield
an unlawful agreement among employers to restrain trade outside the
labor market in question.

Our reading of the Court of Appeals ' opinion is supported by the
court s specific endorsement of the Commssion s analysis of Mackey
v. National Football League, 543 F.2d 606 , 612 (8th cir. 1976), cert.
dismissed, 434 U. S. 801 (1977), and McCourt v. California Sports,

Inc., 600 F. 2d 1193 (6th Cir. 1979) (applying the Mackey test). 955

2d at 467. Under the Mackey test, the nonstatutory labor exemption
is available only if: (I) the restraint of trade "primarily affects only
the paries to a collective bargaining relationship ; (2) the agreement
concerns a mandatory subject of collective bargaining; and (3) the
agreement is the product of bona fide, arm s length bargaining. 434

2d at 614. The Commission found that since the hours restriction
was not established through bona fide ann s length bargaining

between dealers and employees , respondents failed to satisfy the third
element of this test. Because the third element was not satisfied , the
Commssion found no need to consider the other elements of the test.
111 FTC at 488 n.9. Mackey and McCourt require that any agreement
immunized under the exemption be the product of good faith
bargaining between employer and employees.

Our interpretation of the Court of Appeals ' opinion ordering this
remand is also consistent wjth three recent decisions that take a
highly expansive view of the non-statutory labor exemption. In
Brown v. Pro Football Inc. No. 93-7165, (D.C. Cir. March 21

1995), the Court of Appeals decided that the exemption protected
action by the National Football League taken without the consent of
the players after the League and the union had reached impasse in
multi-employer bargaining. 1O The court held that the " exemption
waives antitrust liability for restraints on competition imposed

9 Connell Construction Co. v. Plumbers Steumfillrrs Local Union No. 106 42! L'.S. 616 (!975),
the Supreme Court held that the non-statutory labor exemption did nut shield a collective bargaining
agreement between a general contractor and Local 100 under which the general conlractor would deal
only with mechanical subcontractors that were parties to the general contractor s agreement with the
union. Local JOO did not represent the employees of the general contraclOr , but represented the
employees of certain mechanical subcontractors. The agreement eliminated competition in the
mechanical subcontracting market from non-union mechanical subcontractors. The Court observed that
this restraint had anti competitive effects that did not follow from elimination of competition over wages
and working conditions and was not protected by the nonstatutory labor exemption. 421 U. S. at 625.

10 Judge Wald wrote a vigorous dissent
, arguing that to preserve the bargaining process, the

exemption should protect only the bargaining process before impa.sse. The Commission in deciding the
instant case takes no position on the merits of the issue in Brown.
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through the collective bargaining process , so long as such restraints
operate primarily in a labor market characterized by collective
bargaining. " Slip Op. at 27. The court further stated that if the
players wanted to seek the protection of the Sherman Act . they may
forego unionization or..decertify their unions. " Slip Op. at 28. See

also National Basketball Ass n v. Wiliams, 45 3d 684 (2d Cir.
1995); Powell v. National Football League, 930 F. 2d 1293 (8th Cir.
1989), cert. denied 498 U.S. 1040 (1991). In the instant case , the
respondent automobile dealers entered into a conspiracy to
discourage the unionization of their employees and , thereby, to avoid
the bargaining relationship that the non-statutory labor exemption
protects. Even the expansive view of the exemption in these court
decisions stops at protecting the overall bargaining process and does
not extend to employer conspiracies to defeat unionization of their
employees.

II. REVIEW OF EVIDENCE REGARDING INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENTS

A. Introduction

As developed above, we conclude that the Court of Appeals

directed the Commssion to review the record and the AU' s findings
with respect to those dealers who entered collective bargaining
agreements with their employees. Although the Court of Appeals
remanded for the Commssion to consider the hours restraint imposed
by the "distinct minority. . . of dealers who entered into collective
bargaining agreements with unions representing their sales

employees 955 2d at 467 , the respondents urge the Commission
to review the evidence for all the respondents who participated in the
remand proceeding. As set forth below, the Commission has

reviewed the record and the findings with respect to all the
respondents who participated in the remand proceeding to detennine
whether the reductions in showroom hours were the result of good
faith, ar s length negotiations between the dealers and their
employees, whether or not part of fonnal collective bargaining.

I! The five respondents who did nOI panicipate in the remand have not supplemented the record

beyond what was before the Commission in the first instance. The five respondents who did not
participate in the remand were not among those identified in the initial decision as having entered a
collective bargaining agreement. Because we are not aware of evidence suggesting that they imposed
the hours restraint as a result of good faith bargaining with a union or their employees , we conclude that
the non-statutory labor exemption does not protect them from liability and that they are subject to Part
II of the order.
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In addition to reviewing the record and findings developed during
the administrative trial , the Court of Appeals stated that "fJ urther
proof may be presented on this issue , if necessary. 955 F.2d at 468.
In light of this directive to permit further proof, the Commission
order on remand invited the parties to proffer evidence and propose
supplemental findings of fact. The respondents proffered a number
of supplemental affidavits and documents, primarily newspaper
clippings , and proposed supplemental findings. Complaint counsel
opposed the admission of the supplemental affidavits and other
evidentiar material on the ground that it is hearsay (often , double or
triple hearsay) and requested the opportunity to conduct discovery
and cross-examine the affiants. Complaint Counsel's Answer to
Respondents ' Brief on Remand at 6.

Although complaint counsel's objections to the introduction of
much of the supplemental material appear to be well founded, in the
interest of economy we have decided not to remand the matter for
supplemental administrative hearngs. We assume the truth of the
allegations in the affidavits and supplemental materials , but find that
they do not provide the evidentiary basis for applying the
nonstatutory labor exemption.

B. Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., and Joseph P. Thomson

Joseph Thompson was the President and Chief Executive officer
of Thompson Chrsler-Plymouth , Inc. , from 1960 to 1981. Tr. 1938-
40. When Mr. Thompson began his career in Detroit automobile
sales, his hours of operation were from 8:30 a.m. until 9:00 p.
weekdays and until 6:00 p.m. on Saturday. Tr. 1942-43.

On September 14, 1960 , Mr. Thompson s dealership began to
close its showroom on Wednesday and Saturday evenings at 6:00

m. Tr. 1944-45. Thompson and eleven other Chrysler-Plymouth
dealers placed a joint advertisement in the Detroit Free Press on
September 14, 1960, stating, " (tJhe Chrysler Dealers of Greater
Detroit have agreed to close their new car showrooms and used car
lots " on Wednesday and Saturday evenings at 6:00 p.m. CX 3379, Tr.
1944. Mr. Thompson testified that the sales employees constantly
complained about their long hours and that the closings were

discussed at the Chrysler-Plymouth line group as a means to satisfy
the complaints. Tr. 1944-46. His trial testimony did not refer to any
negotiation or collective bargaining with employees or a union about
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this reduction of hours. In the early 1960' , the Chrysler-Plymouth
dealers in Detroit all began to close early on Friday evenings. Tr.
1951- 52. In the mid- 1960' , Thompson s dealership and all the other
Chrysler-Plymouth dealers began to close early on Tuesday evenings
as well. Tr. 1956.

On June 12 , 1969 , Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth , Inc., together
with twenty-eight other dealers, placed an ad in the Detroit News
stating that "a majority" of the Detroit area Chrysler-Plymouth
dealers had decided to close on Saturday during the summer months.
CX 3306 , Tr. 1956- 57. Mr. Thompson again testified that this action
was in response to requests for shorter hours from the sales staff, but
again , he did not testify about any bargaining or negotiation with the
employees or a union. Tr. 1957.

On August 14 , 1973 , Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth executed a
collective bargaining agreement with Local 212 of the Teamsters
union. RX 1006.

12 The agreement did not explicitly cover the hours
of operation , but contained the following "Maintenance of Standards
clause:

The Employer agrees that conditions of employment relating to direct wages
and hours of work as set forth in this Agreement shall be maintained at not less than
the highest minimum standards in effect on the effective date of this Agreement.
The Employer may, however, change hours of work to coofann to local practices
characteristic of the industry. Conditions of employment may he improved;
however, if modified , upon the request of the Union , the Employer agrees to consult
with the Union about the matter. The Employer may, where the Agreement leaves
it to its discretion to do so , including by way of illustration , but not by way of
limitation , add special incentive programs the Employer considers necessary due
to present circumstances , sales contests , special " spiffs " on old inventory, etc. , the
existence , nature and duration of which shall be determined at the sole discretion
of management.

RX 1006T. According to Mr. Thompson , the provision was a
compromise. The first and third sentences reflected the union
demands, and the second and fourth sentences reflected the
dealership s position. Tr. 1962-64. With the exception of a five-year
period in the 1980' , the employees of Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth
have been covered by a collective bargaining agreement that contains
a provision substantially the same as the one quoted above. RRX

12 Apparently Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth had an agreement with the Automotive Sales
Association in 1971. The text of the agreement is not in the record , and the respondents did not offer
it as a supplemental exhibit or argue that it constrained hou of operation.
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145, RRX 146 , RX 1006, RX 1011 , RX 1013, RX 1030, RX 1053
RX Tl, RX T2.

On December 1 , 1973 , Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth began to
close on Saturday throughout the year, not just during the summer
months. Tr. 1966. The full year Saturday closings were discussed at
the Chrysler-Plymouth line group meetings. Tr. 1967. Three months
earlier, on September 8 , 1973 , the Chrysler-Plymouth dealers had
jointly announced that they would reopen on Saturday after the
summer period of Saturday closure. CX-3416. The reversal of this
action and the decision by the Chrysler-Plymouth dealers to close
year-round on Saturday followed similar actions by other automobile
line groups in October and November 1973. mF'I 47- 50. Mr.
Thompson said that the dealers were trying to give their employees
shorter work weeks. Tr. 1966-67. Mr. Thompson did not testify that
he bargained with either the Teamsters or his employees about
Saturday closing. He did testify that the Chrysler-Plymouth dealers
discussed it among themselves at the line group meeting, but the
nonstatutory labor exemption does not protect negotiations among
employers.

The Administrative Law Judge found that the maintenance of
standards clause prevented Thompson from extending his hours of
operation. mF'I 288. The ALl also found that the maintenance of
standards was a compromise between the dealer s and union
positions , and that " (tJhe restraint also was the product of bona fide

length bargaining. " mF'I 289. Although the restraint on hours
of operation imposed by the collective bargaining agreement was the
product of good faith bargaining between Thompson and the
Teamsters local, and that provision compelled the dealership to
follow the "highest minimum standards" regarding hours of
operation , it is important to distinguish that restraint from restraints
resulting from the unlawful agreements among dealers to reduce
hours of operation.

As developed above, the evidence shows that Thompson
Chrsler-Plymouth entered agreements on hour limitations with other
members of the Chrysler-Plymouth line group: (1) on September 14
1960, to close at 6:00 p. m. on Wednesday and Saturday; (2) in the
early 1960' , to close at 6:00 p.m. on Friday; (3) in the mid- 1960' s, to
close at 6:00 pm on Tuesday; and (4) in June 1969, to close on
Saturday during the summer months. These agreements among
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dealers cannot retroactively be rendered lawful by the subsequent
inclusion of a maintenance of standards clause in a labor contract.

In December 1973 , four months after Thompson signed the
collective bargaining agreement, dated August 14, 1973, with

Teamsters Local 212 , Thompson and the other Chrysler-Plymouth
dealers agreed to close on Saturdays throughout the year. IDF'J SO.

Thompson s collective bargaining agreement was for a three-year
period , expiring on August 13, 1976. RX 1006W. Mr. Thompson
trial testimony and the supplemental affdavits do not provide a basis
for finding that the year-round Saturday closings were the product of
negotiations with the union or the sales employees. If the Thompson
dealership had been wiling to make such a concession to the union
or the employees, the appropriate terms could have been included in
the August collective bargaining agreement. Thompson did not strike
such a bargain with the union or his employees but, rather, entered
into that agreement only with his competitors.

Indeed , absent the unlawful agreement among dealers, it is

unclear that the bargaining agreement would restrict the hours of
operation. The maintenance of standards clause provides that
Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth may change its hours of operation to
confonn to local practices characteristic of the industry. " RX 1006.

This language seems to suggest that Thompson may stay open if the
other dealers are open. The agreements among dealers , however
established the " local practices characteristic of the industry " in

Detroit. Absent the agreement among dealers , the " local practice " in
Detroit might differ considerably from the local practices that
evolved through their unlawful agreements.

Mr. Joseph Thompson s supplemental affidavit states that he was
aware generally " of the history of union force and violence in

Detroit. RRX 145 at 3. His affidavit states that in setting hours of
operation

, "

I followed the hours in effect at most Detroit area retail
automobile dealerships at the time. 1 did so in par because of fear of
union force and violence. . . . " !d. at 6. Assuming this to be true , it
is not a sufficient basis or the non-statutory labor exemption. As
developed in Section Il.C above , some collective bargaining or
negotiation with the union or the employees is required to support the
exemption. Even if the courts were to expand the non-statutory labor
exemption to include an exemption for actions coerced by union
violence , which they have not, a general awareness of the possibility
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of union violence would likely be too thin a basis for a claim of
coercion.

In sum , whether or not any restraint imposed by the maintenance
of standards clause of Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth' s August 14
1973, collective bargaining agreement is exempt from antitrust
scrutiny, we conclude that the bargaining agreement does not provide
retroactive immunity to the unlawful agreements among Chrysler-
Plymouth dealers in the 1960' s to reduce evening hours of operation
and does not prospectively extend immunity to the December 1973
agreement among dealers to reduce Saturday hours during the full
year, not just the summer months.

Although the nonstatutory labor exemption does not apply to the
original decision to reduce hours, Mr. Thompson and his dealership
subsequently, in good faith , negotiated bargaining agreements on the
basis of expectations arising from the maintenance of standards
provision , and these subsequent agreements between the employees
and the Thompson respondents do provide a basis for the exemption.
See RRX 147 at 22; RRX 148 at 24. As the original Commission
opinion indicated , the finding that the agreement among dealers was
unlawful does not " affect expectations that a settlement negotiated in
the future -- whether through formal , multi-employer collective
bargaining or at ar s length talks at individual dealerships -- would
be protected from antitrust sanctions. " 111 FTC at 492. Accordingly,
we conclude that Part II of the order wil not require Mr. Thompson
or Thompson Chrysler-Plymouth , Inc. , to remain open beyond the
provisions of the current labor contract , provided there continues in
effect a collective bargaining agreement containing a maintenance of
standards provision like that in effect from September 14, 1989

through March 31 , 1994 , or that otherwise provides a basis for the
exemption

C. Crestwood Dodge, Inc.

Mr. George Beals operated Crestwood Dodge , Inc., from October
1967 to March 1972. RX 3442. At the time Beals took over , the
hours of operation were from 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday,

," 

Mr. hampson , m his remand affdavit of August 20, 1993 , stated that the dealership wa.
subject to a collective bargaining agreement , dated October! , 1992 , and that the agreement contained
a maintenance of standards provision that limited his authority to extend hours of operation. RRX 146
and RRX 148 at 24. That agreement expired on March 31 1994 , according to the affdavit. RRX 146
at 10. To the extent that no such agreement presently exists, Par II of the order applies to Mr.

Thompson and Thompson Chrysler- Plymouth, Inc.
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Wednesday, Friday and Saturday and from 8:30 a.m. until 9:00 p.
on Monday and Thursday, and he continued those hours. RX 3442E.
Mr. Alfred Dittrich operated Crestwood Dodge , Inc. , from October

1973 , until approximately April 1976. RRX 138 at I , Tr. 31606
In October 1967 , Crestwood Dodge , Inc., signed a collective

agreement with the Automotive Sales Association. RX 1300. 14 That

agreement did not specify the hours of operation or contain a
maintenance of standards clause. Jd. The agreement expired in 1970.
RX 3442G. In 1970- 1971, Crestwood Dodge negotiated a second
three-year collective bargaining agreement with ASA. RX 3442H.
Although the text of the second agreement is not in the record , Mr.
Beals ' affidavit states that it was similar to RX 2991 , which is a
bargaining agreement between Suburban Motors Co. and the ASA
containing specified hours of operation. Jd. The Suburban agreement

specified that the hours of operation were to be 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.
on Monday and Thursday and 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. RX 2991 at Z8. According to Mr.
Beals' affidavit, under the bargaining agreement , he "could not
increase Crestwood's hours of operation during the term of the
agreement , unless the ASA consented to such a change. " RX 3442H.

On June 13, 1969, the Detroit area "Dodge Boys" ran an
advertisement in the Detroit News stating that "practically all" the
Detroit area Dodge dealers would close on Saturday. CX 3307.
According to Mr. Beals ' affidavit , 1969 was the first year that
Crestwood and other Dodge dealers closed on Saturday during the
summer months , and the Dodge dealers placed a joint advertisement
announcing the closing. RX 3442F. A union was then attempting to
organize automobile sales employees , and Mr. Beals discussed the
proposed closing with the other Dodge dealers as a response to labor
demands. RX 3442G. He said that "my understanding at the time
was that most of the other Dodge dealers closed their dealerships for
the same reasons. " RX 3442G. '5

Mr. Beals ' affidavit indicates that in June 1969 , he made the
decision to close the dealership on Saturday during the summer
months. That decision was made after discussions with the other

14 RX 1300 may not he the full text of till: hargaining agreement, hut it appears to be ail that

remains available. RX 3442E.
15 Minutes of meetings of the Greater Detroit Dodge Dealers Association

, Inc., at which

Crestwood representatives were present , reflect that the association concurred in proposals for
summertime Saturday closing when that issue was discussed at meetings of the Detroit Auto Dealers
Association. ex 606B . ex 615A.
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Dodge dealers and with the understanding that the other dealers
would also close on Saturday. The decision was collectively
announced in an advertisement by the Dodge dealers association. At
the time of this agreement among the Dodge dealers, Crestwood had
a collective bargaining agreement with the ASA , but that bargaining
agreement did not contain any restriction on the hours of operation.
RX 1300. In his affdavit , Mr. Beals does not claim that he
negotiated with the union regarding the decision made in 1969 to
close on Saturdays during the summer.

On November 13, 1973 , the members of the Greater Detroit
Dodge Dealers Association, Inc., including Mr. Dittrich for

Crestwood , met and voted to prepare a notice to the media that they
would close on Saturdays year-round , beginning on December I,
1973. CXG22B. This vote followed a report to the meeting that
essentially all the line groups" had decided to close on Saturday

beginning on December I , 1973. Id On November 30, 1973, the

Dodge Boys " placed an advertisement in the Detroit News that their
showrooms would be closed on Saturday as of December 1 , 1973,

listing the names of twenty participating Dodge dealers , including
Crestwood Dodge , Inc. CX 3357.

When Mr. Dittrich took control of Crestwood Dodge in October
1973 , the union contract negotiated by Mr. Beals was still in effect.
According to Mr. Beals ' affidavit , he negotiated the bargaining
agreement in late 1970 or early 1971 , and the agrcement was for a
three-year tenn. RX 3442G, H. We, therefore , assume that the
agreement would have expired in late 1973 or carly 1974. According
to Mr. Beals ' recollection, as discussed above , the bargaining

agreement set forth the hours of operation, including hours of

operation from 8:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. on Saturday. " In November
1973, Mr. Dittrich attended the Dodge line group meeting at which
the members voted to announce their closing every Saturday
beginning on December I , 1973. Crestwood Dodge, Inc.,

participated in the advertisement announcing this reduction of hours.
Mr. Dittrich testified that shortly after he took over Crestwood

Dodge , the union steward , Nicola Shelly, told him

, "

You know we
going to close Saturdays in a few weeks. " Tr. 3166. Dittrich said that
this was a " shocker for me " and that "I understood her to be telling

16 Since this collective bargaining agreement did nOl provide fOT elimination of Saturday sales

hours, the anticompetitive effects of the agreement among dealers to reduce Saturday hours cannot be
attributed to the collective hargaining agreement.
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me that all the dealerships were going to close on Saturdays shortly.
Id. At that time , Dittrich had not attended any line group meetings
and was unaware of any plan to close all dealerships on Saturdays.

Although Mr. Dittrich testified that he first learned of the plan to
close on Saturday from the union steward , he did not testify or even
suggest that he bargained with the union for this reduction in hours
of operation. His testimony was that Ms. Shelly informed him that
all dealerships " were going to close on Saturday. Whether he first

leared about the conspiracy among dealers from the union steward
or at the Dodge line group meeting does not change the fact that Mr.
Dittrich apparently decided to join an agreement among dealers to
close on Saturday throughout the year, and he did not reach that
decision through negotiation with his employees. Because the
reduction in hours was the result of an agreement among dealers , not
a good faith negotiation with employees, the non- statutory labor
exemption does not apply.

Both Mr. Beals and Mr. Dittrich submitted affidavits containing
precisely the same language as Mr. Thompson s affidavit, namely that
(iJn establishing the Dealership s showroom hours during this

period , I followed the hours in effect at most Detroit area retail
automobile dealerships at the time. I did so in par because of fear of
union force and violence. . . . " RR 138 at 4 (Dittrich), RR 144 at

(Beals). Mr. Dittrich was more precise about the union threat that
persuaded him to close: " 1 closed the Dealership on Saturdays year-
round in late 1973 because of fear of union directed force and

violence, namely, because of the cerrainty that Crestwood would be
struck if the Dealership attempted to stay open. " RRX 138 at'l 10.
This general assertion is not sufficient to support an exemption from
Section for the reasons stated above.

The supplemental materials do not show that Crestwood currently
operates under a collective bargaining agreement or other negotiated
agreement on hours of operation with its employees. Part II of the
order, therefore , applies to Crestwood Dodge.

D. Bob Borst Lincoln-Mercury Sales, Inc. , and Robert C. Borst

Robert C. Borst is the majority shareholder of Bob Borst Lincoln-
Mercury Sales, Inc. , which has been in business since 1961. Its
current hours of operation are from 7:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. on Monday
and Thursday and 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and
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Friday. RR 139 at 1. Robert Borst has represented Bob Borst
Lincoln-Mercury Sales, Inc., at Detroit Automobile Dealers
Association meetings since 1961. RR 139 at 1.

Robert Borst closed his dealership on weekday evenings "at or
around the same time most of the other dealers " also closed. RPF 'J
1634. Before reducing his hours of operation, Mr. Borst discussed
unifonn hours reductions with other dealers and in some instances
the effective dates for the hours reductions. RPF'J 1635. In 1966, the

Lincoln-Mercury line group agreed to close on Tuesday evenings.
CX- I72. In 1969 , the Lincoln-Mercury dealers agreed to close on
Saturdays for the summer months. See CX-S1. In May 1972 , and
May 1973 , the Lincoln-Mercury dealers placed joint newspaper
advertisements stating that " all Detroit area Lincoln-Mercury dealers
would close on Saturday for the summer months. CX-3336 , CX-
3340. In late 1973, a time when Robert Borst was the President of
the Metropolitan Lincoln-Mercury Dealers Association , the line

group placed an advertisement in the Detroit Free Press stating that
Lincoln- Mercury dealers would close on Saturday. CX- 33S3, CX-
2935-

The respondents ' Proposed Findings of Fact were filed with the
Administrative Law Judge on April 21 , 1987. In addition to general
findings, they include proposed findings with respect to each
respondent. The respondents proposed eight findings relating to Bob
Borst Lincoln-Mercury Sales, Inc. , and Robert C. Borst. RPF 'J'J

1632-39. Respondents ' Proposed Finding 'J 1636 states that " Borst
reasons for closing his dealership s showroom on certain evenings
and Saturday in the summer and then year-round and his reasons for
maintaining his current hours were and are : (1) to respond to

demands by and on behalf of employees; (2) to avoid unionization;
(3) because too few sales were made to justify remaining open; and
(4) to reduce energy consumption following the oil embargo. RPF'J
1636. None of the eight proposed findings relate to bargaining
between Borst and a union or his employees, and none suggests that
Borst reduced hours out of fear of union violence. RPF 'J'J 1632- 39.

On this remand , Mr. Borst submitted a supplemental affidavit
consisting first of an approximately ten page recital of his
recollection of incidents of union force and violence in Detroit. 
139. With the exception of one incident that had nothing to do with
hours of operation and that occurred in 1948 (thirteen years before
Bob Borst Lincoln-Mercury was founded), when Borst was working
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at Burt Baker Used Cars , Mr. Borst s recollections appear to be of
events that happened to other auto dealers. Respondents ' Proposed

Supplemental Findings of Fact with respect to Bob Borst Lincoln-
Mercury recite that Mr. Borst "was aware of' the various incidents of
violence and intimidation and that he " kept abreast of" published
news reports about the retail automobile sales business in Detroit.
RPSF I' 49-57.

Robert Borst s and Bob Borst Lincoln-Mercury s claim under the
non-statutory labor exemption rests on the assertion that in setting the
hours of operation , Robert Borst " followed" the hours in effect at
other dealerships and "did so primarily because of fear of union force
and violence.. . . " RRX 139 at 'I 36. Mr. Borst s affidavit on remand
does not refer to the four reasons for closing his dealership that were
stated in the 1987 proposed finding of fact, RPF 'I 1636, or offer any
explanation why the 1987 proposed findings failed to refer to the fear
of union force and violence as a reason for reducing hours of

operation. RRX 139. Mr. Borst's affdavit also claims that although
he was opposed to closing on Saturday, he " had to close in light of
union violence , union threats , property damage and to preserve my
family s safety. " RRX 139 at'l 40.

Mr. Borst s claim of exemption appears to be based on his
subjective perception of union directed violence. Given the apparent
inconsistency in the reasons for closing offered in respondents

Proposed Findings and the supplemental affidavit, a full hearing
would be required to make findings on his perceptions and fears.
Such a hearng is unnecessar because , as developed above , proof of
bona fide arm s length negotiations between the employer and his
employees or the union regarding hours of operation is a prerequisite
to establishing a claim based on the non-statutory labor exemption.
Whatever Mr. Borst s perceptions or recollections, there is no
evidentiary basis to support a finding that his reductions in showroom
hours were the product of bona fide negotiations with his employees
or any UnIon.

Since the supplemental materials do not state that Bob Borst
Lincoln-Mercury currently operates under a collective bargaining
agreement with a union or an agreement with its employees relating

17 Mr. Borst's remand affIdavit , which does not identify a paricular event that caused him to close
on Saturday at the time he did so , describes incidents of alleged union violence from J 947 on and states
that Mr. Borst was " always aware " of the employees ' desire for a five- day work week
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to hours of operation, Part II of the order applies to these

respondents.

E. Bob Dusseau Lincoln-Mercury and Robert F. Dusseau

In 1955 Bob Dusseau started Bob Dusseau Lincoln-Mercury as
President and, since that time , has been the majority shareholder in
the business. RPF'I 1717. He was a member of the Metropolitan
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers Association and was president of the
association in 1970- 1971. RPSF'I 4. When it opened for business,
Bob Dusseau Lincoln-Mercury was open from 7:30 a. m. to 9:00 p.
weekdays and 7:30 a. m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday. Its current hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p. m. on Monday and Thursday and 8:30 a. m. to
6:00 p. m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday. RPSF'I 2.

Dusseau closed his dealership during evening hours and on
Saturdays at or around the same time that most other Detroit auto
dealers did so. RPF'I 1722. In 1966 , the Lincoln-Mercury line group
agreed to close on Tuesday evenings. CX 172. In 1969, the Lincoln-
Mercury dealers agreed to close on Saturdays during the summer
months. CX 51. On May 26 , 1972 , and May 24 , 1973, the Lincoln-
Mercury line group placed advertisements in Detroit newspapers
indicating that all Lincoln-Mercury dealers would close on Saturday
for the summer months. CX 3336, CX 3340. Later in 1973 , the
Lincoln-Mercury line group placed an advertisement that they would
close on Saturday during the remainder of the year. CX 3353.

The respondents ' Proposed Findings of Fact , fied on April 21
1987 , include ten specific findings related to Bob Dusseau Lincoln-
Mercury, Inc., and Robert F. Dusseau. RPF 'I11 1717- 26.
Respondents ' Proposed Finding 'I 1723 states that Dusseau s " reasons
for closing his dealership s showroom on certain evenings and
Saturdays during the summer and then year round and his reasons for
maintaining his current hours were and are : (1) to respond to

demands by employees , (2) to avoid unionization , (3) because too
few sales were made to justify remaining open , and (4) to reduce
energy consumption following the oil embargo. RPF'I 1723. None
of the ten proposed findings relate to bargaining between Dusseau
and a union or the employees, and none indicate that Dusseau

reduced hours out of fear of union violence. RPF'I11 1717- 26.
Like Mr. Borst, Mr. Dusseau submitted a supplemental affdavit

consisting first of an approximately ten page recital of his
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recollections of incidents of union force and violence in Detroit from
1947 on. RRX 140. Mr. Dusseau describes one incident he found
intimidating in which " two union goons " came to his showroom to
talk with salesmen and refused to leave until after he called the police
and the police arived and threatened to arest them. RRX 140, 'I 8.
With the exception of this single , albeit unfortunate incident , Mr.
Dusseau s recollections are of events that happened to others. The
proposed Supplemental Findings of Fact recite that Mr. Dusseau "was
aware of" various incidents of violence and that he "kept abreast of'
press reports on labor relations in Detroit. RPSF 'I'l 66- 71.

Like Mr. Borst, Mr. Dusseau s claim under the non-statutory labor
exemption rests on the assertion that in setting the hours of operation
at his dealership, he "followed" the hours in effect at most other
dealerships and "did so primarly because of fear of union force and
violence. . . ." RR 140 at 'I 35. Mr. Dusseau s perceptions regarding
any incidents of labor strife , even assuming that those perceptions are
based on fact, do not support his claim of exemption, because they do
not bear on any employer-employee or employer-union bargaining.

As developed above, proof of bona fide negotiations between the
employer and a labor union or the employees is necessar to establish
a claim under the non-statutory labor exemption. Evidence of Mr.
Dusseau s motivation or perception alone is not sufficient to support
a finding that the reductions in showroom hours were protected by
the non-statutory labor exemption. There is no indication of a current
collective bargaining agreement relating to hours of operation
between this dealership and a union or the employees. Par II of the
order, therefore , applies to Mr. Dusseau and to Bob Dusseau Lincoln-
Mercury.

F. Bob Maxey Lincoln-Mercury Sales, lnc. and Robert Maxey

Robert Maxey is and has been the President and owner of Bob
Maxey Lincoln-Mercury since 1972. RPSF'I 78. Bob Maxey
Lincoln-Mercury Sales , Inc., has been a member of the Lincoln-
Mercury dealers association since 1972. CX 2962. The dealership
hours of operation are from 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. on Monday and
Thursday and from 8:30 a. m. to 6:00 p. m. on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Friday. RRX 141 at 'I 

In May 1972, the Lincoln-Mercury line group ran a newspaper
advertisement stating that all Lincoln-Mercury dealers would be
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closed on Saturdays during the summer. CX 3336. In May 1973, the
line group ran another advertisement announcing Saturday closing for
the summer. CX 3340. In September 1973 , the line group ran an
advertisement announcing that the Lincoln-Mercury dealers were
again opening on Saturday, and Bob Maxey Lincoln-Mercury was
specifically listed in the advertisement. CX 3422. In November
1973, the group ran an advertisement announcing the full year
Saturday closing. CX 3353.

The respondents fied Proposed Findings of Fact on April 21
1987 , including six findings dealing specifically with Bob Maxey
Lincoln-Mercury and Robert Maxey. RPF'I'I 1673- 79. We find
nothing in the record that the sales employees of this dealership have
ever been unionized. RR 141. Proposed Finding 'I 1675 recites that
before Mr. Maxey opened his Lincoln-Mercury dealership, he was
sales manager at Al Long, Inc., in 1968 , during a violent strike by the
ASA. The proposed findings state that Maxey closed on Saturday
when the other dealers did so to avoid the union , to obtain labor
peace , and to conserve energy and that further sales on Saturday were
too poor to justify being open. " RPF'I 1676.

Like the affidavits of Messrs. Dusseau and Borst, Mr. Maxey
submitted a supplemental affidavit containing a lengthy statement of
recollections of incidents of union violence that occurred to others.
RR 141. Mr. Maxey s affdavit describes the 1968 strike at Al Long
Ford. RRX 141 at 'I 17. Apparently Mr. Maxey s extensive

recollections of labor unrest through the 1960' s did not persuade him
to close on Saturday because his affidavit recites that he was opposed
to closing on Saturday until 1973. RRX 141 'I 26. In 1973 , he
started receiving startling phone calls. Once they had threatened to

blow up my house, at that point I had enough. . . . " RRX 141 at 'I 26.
The affidavit provides no other information about the phone calls and
no indication about the identity of the callers beyond the word "they.

Robert Maxey s claim of exemption under the non-statutory labor
exemption rests on the claim that he " followed" the hours in effect at
most other dealerships "primarily because of fear of union force and
violence... . " RR 141 at 'I 37. Like Messrs. Borst and Dusseau
Mr. Maxey bases his claim for the non-statutory exemption primarily
on his perception of union violence. The primar difference between
his claim and the claims of Messrs. Borst and Dusseau is the cryptic
reference to " starling phone calls " and a threat from an unidentified
source. Although startling or threatening phone calls are unfortunate
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we do not understand the respondents to be urging a coercion
defense 18 and as explained above , the non-statutory labor exemption
requires proof of bona fide arm s length negotiations between

employer and the employees or a union. Neither the original
proposed findings with respect to Mr. Maxey and his dealership nor
the supplemental materials filed on remand support a finding that the
reduction in showroom hours was a product of negotiations with his
employees or a union. We conclude that the non-statutory labor
exemption does not apply to these respondents. In addition , there is

no indication that Bob Maxey Lincoln-Mercury is currently party to
a collective bargaining agreement with an hours provision or a
maintenance of standards clause. Part III of the order , therefore,
applies to Mr. Maxey and Bob Maxey Lincoln-Mercury.

G. Crest Lincoln-Mercury Sales, Inc. , and William R. Ritchie

Mr. William Ritchie is the President and owner of Crest Lincoln-
Mercury Sales , Inc., and was president and sales manager from 1968
to 1972. Tr. 1286- 1295- 96. He acquired an ownership interest
after 1972. Tr. 1303. When Mr. Ritchie took over the dealership in
1968 , the showroom hours of operation were 8:30 a. m. to 6:00 p.
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday and 8:30 a.m. to 9:00

m. on Monday and Thursday. Tr. 1305.
When Mr. Ritchie took over Crest, the parts department

employees and the mechanics were unionized. Tr. 1296. In 1971

the union struck his dealership. Tr. 1299. Mr. Ritchie testified that
the 1971 strike involved violence. He said that he was run off the
road " by a couple of cars" when driving home one night. Tr. 1303.
The porch of a next door neighbor s house was bombed, and

according to Ritchie, the police thought that his house had been the
intended target. Tr. 1404. His family was threatened. Tr. 1304-04.

Mr. Ritchie resolved the strike by telling the striking workers that he
was going to reopen the dealership with replacement workers , and he
made no concessions to resolve the strike. Tr. 1301. Ultimately, the
striking employees returned to work. Id.

Mr. Ritchie testified that his sales employees continued to
demand shorter working hours. He initially tried to shorten Saturday
hours by opening one hour later and closing two hours earlier than on

18 
See Note 7 supra and accompanying text.
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weekdays , but that did not satisfy his sales people. Tr. 1312. Mr.
Ritchie testified that , in the late 1960's or early 1970' , he decided to
close his showroom on Saturday in the summer in response to
demands by the employees. Tr. 1313- 14. Mr. Ritchie testified that
other competing dealers closed on Saturday at the same time and that
he had discussed the summer Saturday closing with his competitors.
Tr. 1314- 15. He said that the employees ' demand was for uniform
Saturday closing during the summer by all dealers, and his
discussions with other dealers were in response to this demand for
uniformty. Tr. 1315. Ritchie said that he did not simply close his
dealership unilaterally, because that " is not what (the employees)
wanted. " He added: " They wanted the city closed. They wanted all
dealerships closed. " Tr. 1315. Mr. Ritchie said that he discussed with
his sales employees the possibility of his unilaterally closing his
dealership on Saturdays , but they did not think that he "was working
for their better interest if I couldn t help them influence other

dealerships to close. " Tr. 1316. Mr. Ritchie testified that he did not
want to see other dealers picketed because he wanted to avoid multi-
employer bargaining (Tr. 1316), an arrangement by which "
authorized representative of a certain group of employees bargain
(sic) for that whole industry. " Tr. 1323. Multi-employer bargaining
was a consistent demand by the ASA. ID 'J 157.

Mr. Ritchie testified that , at the end of the summer, about three
weeks before the dealership was to reopen on Saturdays for the
winter, his employees began to demand that the Saturday closings be
extended to be effective year-round. Tr. 1317- 18. Mr. Ritchie
opposed this and entered into a "dialogue " with his sales force over
that demand. Tr. 1318. Nonetheless , the dealership reopened on
Saturdays, and Mr. Ritchie testified that this resulted in his
employees

' "

(tJotal dissatisfaction " and a " morale problem. Id. Mr.
Ritchie stated that, in about 1971 , he began closing on Saturdays
year-round, but that he would not have eliminated Saturday
operations year-round except for the demands of his sales force. Tr.
1319. He further testified that his concerns when making the
decision to close were the same as those he had when he conceded to
his employees ' demands to close on Saturdays during the summer.
Id.

Mr. Ritchie testified that he discussed his concerns about union
activity with other dealers in Detroit , and other dealers shared the
same concerns. Tr. 1317. He said that the discussions occurred at
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line group meetings, association meetings and social functions. Tr.
1320. At the line group meetings , Mr. Ritchie opposed making
concessions to employees on a dealer-by-dealer basis because " (w)e
were going to get nothing but run our expenses up. " Tr. 1325. 

also expressed the view that uniform shorter hours would avoid
unionization and bring labor peace. Tr. 1325-26.

Mr. Ritchie was a member of the Board of Directors of the
Detroit Automobile Dealers Association from 1972 to 1976. Tr.
1351. He was also president of the Association. Id. When he was a
director, the DADA Board discussed uniform hours of showroom
operations. Tr. 1353. Mr. Ritchie said that he tried to persuade other
dealers to close on Saturdays. Tr. 1354.

Mr. Ritchie testified in his supplemental affdavit that he tred to
appease my employees over the years " (RRX 142 'J22), and that he

made the "concession (to close on Saturdays) only after long
negotiation with my employees" (RXX- 142 'J 24), who demanded
short hours not just for themselves , but for a1l Detroit dealerships.
RXX 142 'J23.

As a DADA board member and president , Mr. Ritchie played a
lead role as an organizer with the dealers , and he adamantly opposed
negotiations between individual dealers and their employees or their
union. He testified that he opposed any dealer-by-dealer , unilateral
concessions because that would merely " run our expenses up. " He
was concerned that piecemeal , unilateral concessions by individual
dealers might lead to mu1ti-employer bargaining and believed that
any concessions to the unions or their members " absolutely had to be
unifonn. " In addition , Mr. Ritchie s supplemental affidavit indicates
that he would not have reduced hours absent the demands of the
workforce and "my fear of union directed violence. " RRX 142 'J22.

Had Mr. Ritchie closed the dealership on Saturday as a direct
resu1t of negotiations with employees , his action would have been
protected by the non-statutory labor exemption. This , however, was
not the case. We conclude that Mr. Ritchie s closure of his dealership
was not the product of an agreement with his employees but was the
product of his conspiracy with the other competing dealers.

Put somewhat differently, whatever discussions occurred between
Mr. Ritchie and his employees , they did not result in an agreement
negotiated in good faith for Crest Lincoln-Mercury unilatera1ly to
limit hours or to close on Saturdays. Indeed, according to the

respondent , such an agreement on the part of the dealership would
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not have been satisfactory to the employees. The agreement reached
on this subject was the product of negotiation , but the negotiation was
among the employers, not between the employers and their
employees or representatives of their employees. There also is no
claim that the dealership operates under any other bargaining

agreement with an hours or maintenance of standards provision. We
conclude, therefore, that the non-statlltory labor exemption does not
apply to these respondents , and that Part II of the order properly
should apply to Mr. Ritchie and Crest Lincoln-Mercury Sales, Inc.

H. Stewart Chevrolet, Inc., and Gordon Stewart

Gordon Stewart was the dealer-operator of Stewart Chevrolet
Inc. , from 1980 through 1983. Tr. 3433. He owns a company that
retains a controlling interest in Stewart Chevrolet, but Mr. Melavid
has been the dealer-operator since 1983. Tr. 3433. When Mr.
Stewart first opened Stewart Chevrolet in October 1980 , he opened
from 8:30 a. m. to 9:00 p. m. on Monday and Thursday and 8:30 a.
to 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, which were the
hours of operation adopted by the previous owner of the franchise.
Tr. 3452.

Although Mr. Stewar became a Detroit automobile dealer after
the agreed upon hours of operation had been finnly established for a
number of years, he paricipated in many decisions by the Chevrolet
line group to open or close on specific days. For example, the
minutes of the March 17 , 1982 , Greater Detroit Chevrolet Dealers
Association , at which he was present , reflect an agreement to open on
the evenings of March 29 , 30 and 31 because of the end of a rebate
program. CX - 361. The record contains a number of similar examples
of collective decisions by the Detroit area Chevrolet dealers

including Mr. Stewart , to open or close on specific dates , such as the
day preceding or following a major holiday. CX-362 , CX- 363 , CX-
364 , CX-36S CX- 370 , CX- 371.

The record does not reflect that the sales employees at Stewart
Chevrolet were unionized or that Mr. Stewar ever negotiated a
collective bargaining agreement with a union relating to the hours of
operation of Stewart Chevrolet. Indeed , Mr. Stewart s testimony
indicates a distaste for dealing with a union. When he purchased the
dealership, the mechanics were unionized , and he did not want to
purchase it until he received an assurance that he had a 95 percent
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chance of eliminating the union after the transaction. Tr. 3450. 

1985 after the Commission initiated this proceeding, Teamsters
Local 376 attempted to organize the sales employees at Stewart
Chevrolet but were unsuccessful. Tr. 3458-59.

Mr. Stewart s supplemental affidavit recites his "awareness " of
and recollection of incidents of union force and violence in the retail
automobile business in Detroit. Most incidents discussed in the
affidavit allegedly happened to other dealers during the 1960' s and
1970' , although Mr. Stewart worked at Merollis Chevrolet during a
violent strike. RR 133 jI 20. Once when Mr. Stewart held a special
sale on Saturday, a salesman from Dexter Chevrolet identified
himself and told him that his business would suffer if he opened
regularly on Saturday. Tr. 3455.

As discussed above , the nonstatutory labor exemption applies
only to restraints arising from good faith , arm s length negotiation
between an employer and his employees or their union , and there
appears to be no basis on which to find that Stewart Chevrolet s hours
of operation resulted from such good faith negotiations. The specific
decisions to remain open or to close on the dates discussed above
were made at the meetings of the Chevrolet line group, and there is
no suggestion of negotiation with employees or a union. 

conclude that the non-statutory labor exemption does not protect the
activities of Mr. Stewar or Stewart Chevrolet. There is no claim of
a current collective bargaining agreement with an hours provision or
a maintenance of standards provision. Par II of the order , therefore
applies to Mr. Stewart and Stewart Chevrolet.

I. Woody Pontiac Sales, Inc. , and Woodrow W. Woody

Woodrow Woody has been the owner and president of Woody
Pontiac Sales since it went into business in 1940. RRX 151 'J 3,4.
Woody Pontiac is currently open weekdays until 6:00 p. , except
Monday and Thursday when it is open until 8:00 p. m. RRX 151 

'J 2.
Mr. Woody represented Woody Pontiac at the Pontiac line group

meeting in which a decision was reached to close on Saturday during
the summer months , beginning in 1969. CX-209. Woody Pontiac
was listed as a participating dealership in the Pontiac line group
advertisement of June 13 , 1969, announcing the summertime

Saturday closing. CX-3308. Woody similarly participated in the
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1970, 1971 and 1972 Saturday summer closing. CX- 213, CX-3314
CX-216, CX-217, CX-3324 , CX-219- , CX-3332. Woodrow
Woody represented his dealership at the November 27, 1973 , line
group meeting in which the members of the association considered
permanent Saturday closing. CX- 22S. In the line group s published
advertisement , Woody Pontiac was listed as one of the dealerships
that would close pennanently on Saturday, beginning on December

1973 CX-33S4.
Mr. Woody s supplemental affidavit recites that at the time that

he closed the dealership on Saturday, "I remember thinking about the
union and the violence they had perpetrated in the past. " RR 151 at

'I 7. He decided that it was not worth it to stay open on Saturday. 
Id.

As discussed above , the non-statutory labor exemption requires
proof of good faith bargaining between the employer and the union
or employees regarding the hours. Mr. Woody's supplemental
affidavit and proposed findings make no claim that such negotiations
occurred. We conclude that the non-statutory labor exemption does
not shield Woody Pontiac s or Woodrow Woody s paricipation in an
agreement among Pontiac dealers to reduce hours of operation. Part
II of the order, therefore , applies to Mr. Woody and Woody Pontiac.

J. Jack Demmer Ford and John E. Demmer

Jack Demmer Ford was established in 1957 as an Edsel and
Studebaker dealer, and in December 1959, it became a Ford dealer.
Tr. 2564. In 1963 . the dealership was open until 9:00 p.m. on
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, and was open until 6:00

m. on Wednesday and Saturday. Tr. 2568.
After discussions at the Ford line group meetings , of complaints

by sales employees about the long hours, the dealers closed at 6:00
m. on Friday. Tr. 2572. In 1966 , when the ASA was trying to

organize the dealerships, the Ford line group discussed closing

Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. and decided that the Ford dealers would all
close at one time. Tr. 2576-77.

After a representation election in December 1966, the ASA
became the bargaining representative of the sales employees at Jack
Demmer Ford. Tr. 2578. In 1967 , John Demmer began negotiations
with the union regarding a collective bargaining agreement. Tr. 2579.
In 1968 , there was a long strike at Jack Demmer Ford , and the strike

involved violcnce and vandalism , including an attempted bombing of
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the clean-up shop. Tr. 2586- 87. Jack Demmer Ford offered to close
the dealership on Saturday, but despite the violence, he refused to
agree to the union s demand for a closed union shop and never signed
a contract with the union. Tr. 2579 , 2588. After the strike , the sales
employees at Jack Demmer Ford voted to decertify the union in
October 1968. Tr. 2595. The dealership remained open on Saturdays
after the decertification election. Tr. 2597.

In late 1968, the Ford line group met to discuss the complaints of
the sales employees, and according to Mr. Demmer

, "

we kind of
reached an agreement that we asked everybody to go along with and
that was to close (on Saturday) from July the 4th the following year
I believe it was , until Labor Day, which is a period of about eight
weeks. " Tr. 2598-99. The following year the dealers decided to close
on Saturday from Memorial Day until Labor Day. Tr. 2600. They
subsequently decided to close on Saturday year-round. Tr. 2600.

Mr. Demmer s supplemental affdavit recites that he was familiar
with a number of incidents of union violence. RRX 135. His
affdavit states that " (hJe would not have reduced his hours or agreed
with other dealers concerning his hours but for the demands of his
employees and the employee unions and his apprehension of force
and violence by the various unions which had demanded uniform
hours reductions and who would enforce their demands through force
and violence. " RRX 135 at ' ll 28.

As developed above , the non-statutory labor exemption requires
a showing of negotiations with a union or employees. During the
period in 1967 and 1968 when the ASA represented the sales
employees at Jack Demmer Ford, Mr. Demmer did negotiate with the
union about closing the dealership on Saturdays , and he closed during
the strike. No collective bargaining agreement was ever reached , and
after the employees voted to decertify the union, thc dealership

remained opcn on Saturdays. According to Mr. Demmer s own
testimony, the subsequent decisions to close on Saturday were the
product of an agreement among dealers , not a result of good faith
negotiation with employees. We conclude that the non-statutory
labor exemption docs not apply to the conduct of these respondents.
In addition, they have not claimed to have a current bargaining

agreement with a union or their employees. Part II of the order
therefore , applies to Mr. Demmer and Jack Demmer Ford.
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K. Al Long Ford, Inc.

Tarik Daoud is and has been since 1972 the president and
majority shareholder of Al Long Ford , Inc. RRX 134. In the 1960'
Al Long Ford was open from 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday and from 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. RRX 134 at 'I 6.

In May 1971 , the Metropolitan Ford Dealers Association , of
which AI Long Ford was a member, published advertisements , stating
that " the majority " of metropolitan Ford Dealers would be closed on
Saturday during the summer. CX-3326 , 3327. On November 30
1973 , the Ford line group of which Al Long Ford was a member ran
an advertisement stating that participating dealers would be closed on
Saturdays , effective December 1 1973. CX- 33S6. On December 2

1973 , Avis Ford ran an advertisement stating that the "Ford dealers
of Metropolitan Detroit voted overwhelmingly to close" on
Saturdays. CX-33S8.

Mr. Daoud's supplemental affidavit recites that he was aware of
various incidents of union violence at other dealerships. RRX 134.
In addition to recol1ections about incidents that occurred elsewhere,
Mr. Daoud also said that he witnessed violence during a strike at Al
Long Ford in 1968 when he was the sales manager. RRX 134 at 'I'I
12- 13. According to his affidavit, rifle bul1ets were fired through the
windows of the dealership, and cars on the lot were scratched and
their windows broken. Id. He received threatening phone cal1s at
home. Id.

Mr. Daoud's supplemental affidavit states that there were many
discussions at the Metropolitan Detroit Ford Dealers Association
regarding Saturday closing in 1972 and 1973. RRX 134 at 'I 19. He
states that the pressure from salespeople caused him to close. Id His
affidavit states that "I concluded and agreed to accommodate the
sales personnel by instituting unifonn hours and year round Saturday
closing. . . to avoid unionization and similar violence against the Al
Long Ford dealership. " RRX 134 at 'I 22. Although this sentence
does not state with whom Mr. Daoud reached his agreement , the next
sentence explains that the agreement was with the other dealers, not
his employees. The next sentence in the affidavit is: " I would not
have reduced the hours at the dealership or agreed with other dealers
concerning the hours but for the demands of my employees and my
apprehension of force and violence. . . . " RRX 134 'I 22.
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Although Mr Daoud' s affidavit refers to demands and pressure
from th employees for shorter hours of work , he does not state that he
entered negotiations or reached agreement with his employees or a
union regarding hours of operation. Instead , it appears that whatever
agreement was reached was among dealers. He candidly stated that
one objective of the reduction in hours was to avoid unionization and
violence. Al Long Ford survived a violent strike in the late 1960'
when Mr. Daoud was manager, without capitulating to the union and
agreeing to eliminate Saturday work. Only in 1973 did the dealers
agree among themselves to reduce hours as a means to avoid
unionization. We reject the conclusion that the restraint on hours
which was adopted to forestall unionization was " imposed by a
union " and find that the reduced hours were not the product of
bargaining and agreement between the dealership and its employees.
We conclude that the nonstatutory labor exemption does not apply to
this respondent. There is no evidence of a current labor contract with
a maintenance of standards or hours of operation clause. Part III of
the order , therefore , applies to Al Long Ford.

L. Ed Schmid Ford, Inc. , and Edward Schmid

Edward Schmid became the general manager of Ed Schmid Ford
Inc. , in 1961 and purchased the dealership in 1962. Tr. 1891. When
Mr. Schmid took over , the hours of operation were from 8 :30 a. m. to
9:00 p. m. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday and were 8:30

m. to 6:00 p. m. on Wednesday and Saturday. Tr. 1894. The service
department was organized by the Teamsters. Tr. 1892. Mr. Schmid
was opposed to unionization of his dealership and believed that the
union hindered his ability to deliver high quality service to his
customers. Tr. 1908.

The sales employees complained to Schmid about the long hours.
Tr. 1897. During a time when a union was passing out literature to
organize salesmen , the members of the Ford line group discussed
early closing and picked Friday night to close early. Tr. 1899. The
Ford line group s labor counsel recommended the early closing. Tr.
1900.

In 1967 , the ASA won an organizing election at Ed Schmid Ford
and the dealership began the collective bargaining process with the
union. Tr. 1914. The ASA demanded an end to all Saturday and
night work , among other things. Tr. 1914- 15. The dealership and
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union reached an impasse in the bargaining, and the union went on
strike in Januar 1968. Tr. 1915. There were incidents of vandalism
at the dealership, and threats were made at the time of the strike. Tr.
1917. During the ASA strike of the sales employees, the employees
of the parts and service department who were members of the
Teamsters Union crossed the picket line and continued to work. Tr.
1915. Mr. Schmid said that the sales employees had not honored a
Teamsters ' picket line in 1964 , and so the Teamsters refused to honor
the ASA line. Tr. 1916. Mr. Schmid refused to sign a union contract
and the sales employees eventually gave up the strike and retumed to
work. Tr. 1918. According to his supplemental affidavit , when Mr.
Schmid obtained an injunction against the picketing of his dealership,
the strikers gave up, and no collective bargaining agreement was ever
signed. RRX 137 at 9! 26.

The dealers at the Ford line group meetings continued to discuss
Saturday closing " to possibly head off union organizing. " Tr. 1923.
The summertime Saturday closing was discussed at the line group
meetings , and the closing by other dealers influenced Mr. Schmid'
decision to close on Saturday. Tr. 1928.

Mr. Schmid's supplemental affidavit recites the incidents of
violence that occurred during the 1967-68 ASA strike at his
dealership and his awareness of vandalism and violence at other
dealerships. RRX 137. According to the affidavit, Mr. Schmid lived
in fear of having both his sales and service departments organized by
a union. RR 9! IS. He thought that would be " fatal" to a dealership
in the event of a strike. ld. According to the affidavit , Mr. Schmid
would not have reduced his hours or agreed with other dealers

concerning his hours but for the demands of his employees and the
employee unions and his apprehension of force and violence directed
by the various unions which had demanded uniform hours reductions
and who would enforce their demands through force and violence.
RRX 137 at 9! 36. The agreement among dealers to close year round
was made in 1973 , approximately five years after Mr. Schmid had
succeeded in breaking the ASA strike. In light of the dealers

agreement and Mr. Schmid' s willingness to wait out a long and
violent strike in 1967 and 1968 until the union gave up, we do not
find that , in 1973 , when no strike was in progress, the restraint arose
from bona fide collective bargaining for shorter hours or as a direct
result of union directed violence and force for shorter showroom
hours. 955 F.2d at 468. Although the sales employees favored a
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shorter work week , the affdavit does not claim that the restraint was
a product of good faith bargaining between the employer and his
employees or a union. The agreement to which Mr. Schmid refers is
among dealers , not with employees. As developed above , proof of
good faith negotiation is an essential element of the non-statutory
labor exemption. We conclude that the non-statutory labor exemption
does not apply. The record does not show that these respondents
currently have a bargaining agreement. Part II of the order,
therefore, applies to Mr. Schmid and Ed Schmid Ford.

M. Ray Whitfeld Ford, Inc., and Raymond Whitfeld

Raymond Whitfield has been the president and owner of Ray
Whitfield Ford , Inc. , since 1961. CX-3867 at 8 13. Like many other
dealers, Ray Whitfield Ford eliminated its evening hours on Friday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday in the 1960' , and in the late 1960' , it
began to close on Saturday in the summer. ld. at 41. It closed on

Saturday throughout the year in the early 1970' s. Id.
According to Mr. Whitfield' s deposition, he participated in

discussions at the Metropolitan Ford Dealers Association concerning
whether to eliminate saturday hours. CX 3867 at 48. He had many
conversations with other dealers about closing on Saturday. Id at 53.
Whitfield said that his business was good on Saturday, and he did not
want to close. !d. at 55. He was concerned about vandalism and
wanted to avoid unionization of his dealership. 

Mr. Whitfield' s supplemental affidavit recites that he was familiar
with the incidents of violence at Demmer Ford and Al Long Ford.
RRX 136. Mr. Whitfield' s affdavit states that in the mid- 1960' s, the
ASA tried to organize salespeople, and that an ASA union organizer
Mr. Van Zant , told him that the union would "use whatever means
were necessar " to close auto dealers on Saturday. Jd at'J 8. Shortly
thereafter, some cars at his dealership were vandalized, and he found
bullet holes in his showroom windows. Id. at 'J'J 9- 10. In the late
1960' , the Seafarers Union and a Teamsters local attempted

unsuccessfully to organize his dealership. RRX 136 at 'J'J 13- 14.
Mr. Whitfield' s remand affidavit states that he closed his

dealership on Saturdays through the year in 1973, after threats that
the union would use " any and all means, including violence , to shut
down all dealers and that he "would not have reduced his hours or
agreed with other dealers concerning his hours but for the demands
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of the employee unions and his apprehension of force and violence
directed by the union. " RRX 136 at'J 20. Neither the supplemental
affdavit nor Mr. Whitfield' s deposition, which was entered as an
exhibit at trial , indicates that he reduced his hours of operation
pursuant to an agreement reached after good faith negotiations with
his employees or their union. The non-statutory labor exemption
requires that the restraint be the result of good faith bargaining with
the union or the employees.

Mr. Whitfield claims that concern about union violence motivated
his decision to reach agreement with other dealers regarding hours
rather than that he bargained in good faith with his employees or
acted as a direct result of union directed violence. Indeed, according
to the affidavit, the threat to use any means necessary and the
vandalism occurred in the mid- or late- 1960' , and the agreement
among dealers to close Saturdays throughout the year was not
reached until late 1973. The timing confinns that the restraint on
hours resulted from the agreement among dealers, and not bargaining
or other clash between Whitfield and his employees or a union
representing the employees of Ray Whitfield Ford. Accordingly, we
conclude that the exemption does not apply to these respondents.
There is no claim that the employees of this dealership are covered
by a collective bargaining agreement with an hours provision or a
maintenance of standards clause. Part III of the order, therefore
applies to Mr. Whitfield and Ray Whitfield Ford.

In summar, we find that the respondents who paricipated in the
remand proceeding did not restrict their hours of operation as a result
of bona fide length bargaining with employees or a union and
are not exempt under the non-statutory labor exemption. " Although
the respondents produced some evidence of violent incidents and
threats of violence , the non-statutory labor exemption requires a
showing of bargaining with employees or a union representing
employees, not an agreement with competitors to limit hours because
of violence or perceptions of violence. The record shows that some
of the dealers who suffered the worst incidents of violence and

threats did not concede , at the time of those incidents , to demands to
restrict hours and appear to have been willing to endure the risks and
losses in order to defeat the union. Such fortitude seems inconsistent
with a claim that they were compelled at other points in time to join
a conspiracy against their will.

19 But 
see supra at 15 and Note 13.
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Overall , the evidence shows that the automobile dealers in Detroit
were unwilling to bargain with their employees over hours of
operation. Instead , they reserved hours of operation for resolution
with their competitors.

IV. THE SCOPE OF RELIEF

Apart from the interpretation of the non-statutory labor
exemption , the Court of Appeals expressed "concern " about two

aspects of the remedy imposed by the Commission.
First, the Court of Appeals directed the Commission to consider

whether the thirty-day time period in Part VILD of the order was
suffciently long. After due consideration and in accordance with the

suggestion of the court , the Commission modifies Part VII.D to
specify a sixty-day period , as provided in the accompanying order.

Second , Part II of the Commission s original order required the
dealers to remain open for a minimum of 64 hours per week for a
one-year period. The Commission found that a simple cease and

desist order would not adequately remedy the violation of Section 

and it imposed the requirement that dealerships remain open for 64
hours per week in an effort to "encourage competitive forces to
operate. " 111 FTC at 506.

The Court of Appeals stated:

We suggest that the Commission consider giving dealers an option to maintain
showroom hours for at least an average of ten and a half hours a day during
weekdays , coupled with operation on Saturdays for some minimum additional time
for the one year period.

955 2d at 472. After due consideration and in accordance with the
suggestion of the court , the Commission modifies Par II of the order
to give the respondents the option of electing, for the one year
remedial period . either: (I) to maintain a minimum sixty-four hours
of operation per week for the sale and lease of motor vehicles; or (2)
to maintain a minimum hours of operation for the sale and lease of
motor vehicles of an average of ten and a half hours per day during
weekdays plus a minimum of eight hours on Saturday.
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CONCLUSION

In accordance with the direction of the Court of Appeals , the
Commission has reviewed the record , findings and supplemental
evidentiary material submitted by the twenty- two respondents who
participated in this remand proceeding. For the reasons stated above
the Commission concludes that the respondents entered agreements
with competitors to reduce their hours of operation in violation of
Section of the Federal Trade Commission Act and concludes that
these agreements are not exempt under the non-statutory labor
exemption. The Commission further concludes that Part II of the
order does not apply to Thompson Chrsler-Plymouth , Inc., or Joseph
P. Thompson, provided there continues in effect a collective
bargaining agreement containing a maintenance of standards
provision like that in effect from September 14 , 1989 , through March

, 1994 , or that otherwise provides a basis for the exemption.
In accordance with the direction of the Court of Appeals, the

Commission hereby modifies Part II of the order to give the

respondents the option to open for ten and one half hours per day on
weekdays and ten hours per day on Saturdays and modifies Part
Vll.D to substitute a sixty-day period for the thirty-day period.

20 See 
Note 13. supra.


